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Abstract 
 

 
In the transport sector of Ecuador, there is no technological platform for 

requesting through mobile devices trips or rides that perform the cargo 
transport service of different natures. DGC Llevar, as an association of carriers 
nationwide, carries out the execution of their services in a traditional way. For 
this reason, this project aims to create a communication channel between 
transport drivers and customers who require this service. 
 
The realization of this platform aims to: 
 

 Create a mobile application for drivers who can receive requests for 
transport service. 

 Create a mobile application for customers that require cargo transport 
service. 

 Create a server application that serves as intermediary between driver 
and customer mobile apps. 

 
In turn, the server application will consist of two back-ends, Realtime 

management and Administration. 
 

The back-end for the Realtime management of the application will be 
responsible for the geolocation of the drivers, supporting the communication 
between the two mobile devices, as well as the calculation of fares for the 
performed rides. 
 

In addition, the back-end for Administration will allow for the storage of 
the information of the customers, drivers, current and performed rides, 
economic transactions carried out by the service as well as the configuration of 
the system, payment management and reporting. 
 

Currently, digital platforms that provide transportation services, such as 
Uber or Cabify, which are globally recognized, operate with specific 
architectures that can scale and grow on demand. In this way, they have the 
possibility to response a huge number of trips, not only in one country, but also 
around the world. In order to provide quality services to all its users, it is 
necessary to define an architecture that allows responding from low to very high 
demand situations.  

 
So, we aim to develop a platform that can respond to an enormous volume 

of requests, which can even border millions of users working simultaneously. 
Hence, it was determined that the microservices pattern may support a future 
growth of users and trips if necessary. In the application design, adopting 
microservices is a good practice for applications that need to scale. Moreover, 
the elasticity of cloud services will allow us to optimize resources based on the 
increase or decrease of demand. 

The development of this document will consist of the investigation, design, 
development, implementation and testing of microservices related to the 
Administration back-end as well as the reporting necessary for decision-making 
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through Business Intelligence and Data Warehouse. We will use the Microsoft 
Azure platform to carry out the deployment of the microservices in the cloud 
through Kubernetes and Docker and SQL Azure as Database. 

 

 

Key Words 

Microservices, containers, Azure, Kubernetes, Docker,.Net Core, Data 
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1 Introduction 
 

The mission of the cargo transport company DGC Llevar is to provide a 
quality service in the cargo transport, complying with the safety, guarantee and 
delivery time standards agreed with its clients. Its vision is to be a nationally 
recognized freight forwarding company, with a solid organizational structure, 
meeting demands and expectations that provide well-being to employees, 
drivers, and customers. 
 

In the transport sector of Ecuador, there is no technological platform for 
requesting through mobile devices trips or rides that perform cargo transport 
services of different nature. DGC Llevar, as an association of carriers nationwide, 
carries out the execution of their services in a traditional way. For this reason, 
this project aims to create a communication channel between transport drivers 
and customers who require this service. 
 
The realization of this project aims to: 
 

 Create a mobile application for drivers who can receive requests for 
transport service. 

 Create a mobile application for customers that require cargo transport 
service. 

 Create a server application that serves as intermediary between driver 
and customer mobile apps. 

 
The cargo transport system is a technological platform that works in the 

following way. First, you request a trip from the application in any city where 
“DGC Llevar” platform is active. Your request will be sent to the closest drivers 
associated to the platform. The drivers will receive the request of the trip and 
will accept it if they consider it so. Once the trip is accepted, the driver will go 
to the customer's location and may start the cargo service. When it is done, it 
can be completed with the payment method agreed from the beginning in the 
platform. 
 
 The server application will consist of two back-ends, Realtime 
management and Administration. 
 

The back-end for the Realtime management of the application will be 
responsible for the geolocation of the drivers, supporting the communication 
between the two mobile devices, as well as the calculation of fares for the 
performed rides. 
 

In addition, the back-end for Administration will allow the storage of the 
information of the customers, drivers, current and performed rides, economic 
transactions carried out by the service as well as the configuration of the system, 
payment management and reporting. 
 

The design of the server application requires considering a future growth 
until a national level in a highly transactional environment. For this reason, 
microservices architectural pattern has been chosen as the necessary 
alternative to achieve a high scalable and elastic solution. 
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Microservices will allow us to manage the information of the transport 
system with the possibility of scaling to satisfy an increasing demand without 
affecting the performance. In addition, thanks to microservices the information 
will be managed in a modular and independent way, avoiding bottlenecks, and 
so that the deployment of the different services can be carried out independently. 
Also, maintenance will be made simpler and cheaper by making changes in a 
modular way without affecting to the entire structure, as it happens in 
monolithic applications. Furthermore, the use of microservices offers a lot of 
versatility because you can use a different technology stack in each microservice. 
 

We will use the Microsoft Azure platform to carry out the deployment of 
the microservices through Kubernetes, which will manage the escalation and 
the Docker containers including the microservices. 
 
 This document will focus on the development of Administration back-end, 
whose microservices handle persistent transactional information in relational 
databases related to configuration, customer, driver, ride, payment method, and 
notifications. Reporting will be done Business Intelligence and Data warehouse. 
Microsoft Azure SQL will be the technology used for database storage. Microsoft 
Visual Studio Net will be the tool used for the development of microservices. The 
used programming language will be C# on the .Net Core framework. Azure 
Synapse will be used for Data warehouse, 

 
A remarkable challenge of this work was the possibility of implementing 

the whole system using containers to compete with huge companies like Uber 
and BlaBlaCar. The goal is to have a platform robust enough to provide 
transportation services around the world. Another challenge is that the 
microservices are cross-platform, that is, that they can be deployed in Windows 
and Linux containers. For this reason, .Net core technology was adopted since 
it allows cross-platform management.  
 
The structure of this document is as follows: 
 

 The second chapter – Background - explains the theoretical basis of the 
concepts and technologies used in this work. 

 The third chapter -Software Requirement Specification - describes the 
software requirements defined based on the business goals and the users’ 
needs. 

 The fourth chapter - Development - describes the development of the 
Administration microservices, relying on Azure, Kubernetes, Docker, 
Azure SQL, and Azure Synapse configurations. 

 The fifth chapter – Testing - addresses the tests carried out on the 
deployed microservices, considering unit tests, load tests and stress tests. 

 The sixth chapter - Conclusions and Future Work - presents the 
conclusions derived from this project and the future work that may be 
addressed to improve or extend the developed system. 
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2 Background  
 

2.1 Microservices  
 

2.1.1 Microservice architectural pattern 
2.1.1.1 Context 
 

Applications that handle requests [1] (Http requests and messages) that can 
execute business logic; in addition to being able to access a database; and 
exchange messages with other computer systems. 

 

2.1.1.2 Problem 
 

The problem is defined by means of the following requirements: 

 High scalability is required. 
 A solution that is fault tolerant (high availability recommended) is 

required. 
 Continuous implementation and rapid evolution (CD / CI) of computer 

applications is required. 
 Each service is required to be implemented with a different technology. 

2.1.2 Microservice pattern. Solution 
 

Basically, the solution will adopt the following design decisions: 

 

 The application is made up of a set of coupled services with complete 
independence. 

 Each service can be developed, maintained, and tested by a small team 
of technicians. 

 The services communicate using REST services or messages. 
 Each service can have its database. 
 Data consistency between services is maintained using the Saga pattern. 

 
2.1.2.1 Saga Pattern  
 

For performance reasons, two-phase commit is not a good idea for many 
applications. 

There are two alternative solutions that can be considered:  

a) Based on choreography.  

b) Based on orchestrator. 
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2.1.2.2 Choreography-based coordination using events 
 

In a saga based on choreography, it is considered that the collaborators of the 
saga participate exchanging events [13]. 

The database is updated at every step of a choreography-based saga. After that, 
a domain event is published. 

A command invoked by an external request is the first step in a saga, like HTTP 
POST. Subsequent steps are triggered by previously issued events. See Figure 
1. 

 

 
Figure 1 Choreography-based coordination using events 

 

2.1.2.3 Create Order Saga orchestrator  
 

An orchestration-based saga has an orchestrator [14]. The orchestrator tells the 
participants of the saga what their responsibilities are. 

The orchestrator of the saga maintains communication with the participants by 
interacting with the asynchronous/synchronous request / response scheme. 

A saga step is executed when a command message is sent to a participant. The 
message specifies which operation to perform. 

Once the participant of the saga performs the operation, a response message is 
sent to the orchestrator. The orchestrator then processes the reply message. 
Next, it is determined which saga step should be performed. See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 An orchestration-based saga 

 

2.1.3 Advantages  
 

This solution has several benefits: 

2.1.3.1 Continuous delivery and deployment 

Enables the continuous delivery and deployment (CD/CD) of large and/or 
complex applications [19]. 

 Improved maintenance: each service can be small, easily modifiable and 
easy to understand. 

 Greater testing capacity: services are smaller and can be tested quickly. 
 Better implementation capacity: the services can be implemented 

independently. 
 Autonomous development teams can be structured: Each team is 

responsible for one or more services and can independently develop, test, 
implement and scale their services. 

2.1.3.2 Moderately small 

Each microservice is reasonably small: 

• Easier for a developer to understand. 
• Developers can be more productive because the IDE is faster. 
• Developers can be more productive because the application starts 

faster. 

2.1.3.3 Improved fault isolation 

In a memory leak in a service, only this will be affected. The other services may 
continue to handle requests. 

In contrast, a failure in a component designed with a monolithic scheme can 
affect the entire system. 
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2.1.3.4 Eliminates any long-term commitment to a technology stack 

A very important advantage to develop a new service is the possibility to use 
new technology. It is also helpful to update the technology stack in major 
changes and updates of the software.  

 
2.1.4 Issues  
 

2.1.4.1 Use of microservice architecture 
 

Currently software development companies have the focus on making agile 
developments, so they choose developments that allow easy and rapid 
development. Decision making is given by rapid development with a monolithic 
and elemental architecture, or a complex architecture but one that allows 
scalability. Many companies opt for rapid development, but at the time of scaling 
up, very complex factories must be carried out, which in the end take much 
more effort than having chosen robust technologies from the beginning. 

 

2.1.4.2 Decompose the application into services 

An important aspect for the development of microservices is knowing how to 
divide them, and a variety of strategies can be considered to carry them out: 
decomposition by entities responsible for certain operations, decomposition by 
use cases that execute certain actions, decomposition of functional 
requirements that cover certain needs of user [1]. 

A widely used principle is the Single Responsibility Principle (SRP). This 
principle explains that if a class has more than one reason for being, it can be 
divided. Therefore, a class must have a single responsibility [20]  

2.1.4.3 Maintain data consistency 
 

To maintain consistency and flexible coupling, each microservice must have its 
own database. Consistency between various microservices can be achieved 
while maintaining the Saga pattern. This pattern handles events where a service 
publishes an event when the information changes. If the event runs, another 
subscribed service can receive the event and updates its data. [1] 

 

2.1.5 Drawbacks of the Microservice pattern 
 

It must be considered that the decomposition into several elements adds 
complexity because consistency must be maintained and requires coordination 
from the software development team. 

Additionally, it can be mentioned that development in different instances 
replaces monolithic systems. [1]  
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2.2 Azure 
 

2.2.1 Context 
 

2.2.1.1 Definition  
Azure [21] is the Microsoft could platform. It can host existing applications and 
can support new developments. Azure can manage the software process 
development in a cloud environment. This platform supports  to scale the 
applications on demand and support high-availability applications. The variety 
of services included is diverse, for instance : Infrastructure Services, Mobile 
Apps, Web Applications, Cloud Services, Storage, Backup, and Recovery, Data 
Management and Media Services. See Table 4. 

 

Advantages  

of Azure 

 It is a cloud platform without licenses, with limitless 
storage 

 Contains variety of databases. 
 Supports scalable and flexible applications  
 Deploys virtual machines easily (Windows/Linux). 
 It is a collaborative platform. 

Disadvantages  
of Azure 
 

 It is an online platform, and without Internet it is not 
accessible. And it needs a wide bandwidth in the case 
of large data. 

 Web-based applications can seem slower compared to 
local software, for instance, Stand-alone. 

Table 1 Azure - Advantages and Disadvantages 

2.2.2 Application hosting 

Azure [21] provides: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service 
(PaaS) and serverless hosting. See Table 5. 

Azure  

App  

Service 

 

Azure App Service supports publishing of web applications 
combined with API Rest services. It manages authentication, 
autoscaling, testing, and continuous deployments (CD). App 
Service contains DevOps a feature for publishing and 
continuous integration deployments with the following tools: 
GitHub, Jenkins, Azure DevOps, and others 

Azure  

Virtual  

Machines 

Azure lets to deploy to virtual Machines (Windows/Linux ). With 
this kind of infrastructure, the responsibility is in the side of 
the owner, who has total control to install database servers, 
Windows Server Active Directory, Microsoft SharePoint, etc. 

Azure  

Functions  

(serverless) 

 

 

Azure Functions lets write code. The code can be execution with 
HTTP requests, webhooks, cloud service events, or on  schedule. 
The development language can be selected; C#, F#, Node.js, 
Python, or PHP. It is possible to pay only for the time that the 
code is executed, and Azure scales it on demand. 
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Azure  

Service  

Fabric 

 

Azure Service Fabric builds, packages, deploys, and manages 
microservices. It provides management capabilities such as: 
provisioning, deploying, monitoring, upgrading/patching, and 
deleting. It supports Web API with Open Web Interface for .NET 
(OWIN) and ASP.NET Core, and gives the platform for building 
services on Linux: in.NET Core and Java. 

Table 2 Azure Application hosting 

 

2.2.3 Types of Azure Clouds 
 

There are mainly three types of clouds in Microsoft Azure [7] are on Table 6: 

 

Azure 
as IaaS 

Infrastructure as a Service is used by IT administrators for 
managing basic computer operations (processing, storage, 
networks, etc.). The have some advantages: it helps to access, 
monitor and manage datacenters, it helps for the application which 
needs complete control, and it frees from the concerns of setting up 
many physical or virtual machines. One disadvantage is plenty of 
security risks from unpatched servers.  

Azure 
as 
PaaS 

Platform as a service includes an operating system, programming 
language execution environment, database, web services, 
networking, and server issues. It supports to develop and deploy 
software. They have some advantages: the total cost can increase or 
decrease depending on the demand; Azure is less vulnerable 
because servers are automatically checked for all known security 
issues; and the entire process is not visible to the developer.  

One disadvantage is that portability issues can occur with the use 
of PaaS services.  It is because there may be different environment 
at Azure, so the application needs to adapt.  

Azure 
as 
SaaS 

Software as a Service is centrally hosted and managed. It is possible 
to scale out to ensure the best performance. The software is licensed 
through a monthly or annual subscription. It includes: Office, 
Dynamics, Exchange. 

Table 3 Type of Azure Clouds 
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2.3 Azure SQL Database
 

2.3.1 Definition 
 

Azure SQL Database [2] is a Platform as a Service (PaaS) Database Engine that 
handles upgrading, patching, backups, and monitoring without user 
involvement. A PaaS helps to focus on the domain-specific database 
administration and optimization activities that add value to the business. 

Azure SQL Database can process relational data as long as non-relational 
information, like graphs, JSON, spatial, and XML. 

Azure ensures a percentage of availability of 99.99%. Thus, it provides a highly 
available and high-performance data storage layer.  

Azure SQL Database use the latest stable version of the Microsoft SQL Server 
database engine. Therefore, it supports to use the most advanced query 
processing features because you get the newest SQL Server capabilities with no 
overhead for patching or upgrading right after they are launched. Scalability is 
addressed by two purchasing models: a vCore-based and a DTU-based. Other 
features like high availability, backups, and common maintenance operations 
like patching and updating of the SQL and operating system code, are built-in. 

 

2.3.2 Features 
2.3.2.1 Deployment models 

The models are on Figure 3 and Table 7. 

 

Figure 3 Database deployment models 

Managed 
instance 

It is a fully managed instance of the Microsoft SQL Server 
Database that supports that a set of databases can be used 
together. It should be used when: On-premises SQL Server 
databases need to be migrated to the Azure cloud, and 
applications need to use the database features of the Engine of 
SQL Server Database. 
 

Single 
database 

It is a fully managed, isolated database. It is like a contained 
database in Microsoft SQL Server Database Engine. It should be 
used when: you have modern cloud applications and 
microservices. 
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Elastic 
pool. 

It is a collection of single databases with shared resources, like 
CPU or memory. In an elastic pool a single database can be 
moved in and out. 

Table 4 Deployment Models of database 

2.3.2.2 Scalable performance and pools 

In Azure SQL Database the amount of resources assigned can be managed. See 
Table 8 

Managed 
instance 

 Instances are isolated from each other with guaranteed 
resources.  

 The instance databases share resources that can be 
dynamically scale up and down. So, the instances are auto 
scalable. 

Single 
databases 

 Databases are isolated from others and are portable. Each one 
has its own guaranteed resources.  

 It can be dynamically scaled up and down. 
 It supports dynamic scalability but not auto-scale. 

With 
elastic 
pools 

 Resources are shared by all databases in the pool.  
 It can be created new databases or move existing ones out the 

elastic pool to maximize the use of resources money.  
 It also can be dynamically scaled the resources up and down 

for the complete pool. 
Table 5 Azure SQL Performance Tools 

Payment is only for the resources that you need when you need them. Dynamic 
scalability and auto scale are not the same. Auto scale is automated based on 
criteria, and dynamic scalability is manual scaling without downtime.  

2.3.2.3 Extensive monitoring and alerting capabilities 

Advanced monitoring and troubleshooting features and tools include: 

 Built-in monitoring capabilities provided by the SQL Server Database 
Engine. The tools and features are: 

o Query Store. It is a built-in SQL Server monitoring feature that 
records the performance of queries in real time and identify the 
potential performance issues and top resource consumers. 

o Automatic tuning and recommendations It is a feature that 
provides advice regarding the queries with the regressed 
performance and missing or duplicated indexes. It allows 
administrators to apply fixes manually or dynamically. 

 PaaS monitoring capabilities provided by Azure to monitor and 
troubleshoot from few to hundreds of database instances. The 
capabilities are: 

o Built-in performance monitoring and alerting tools 
o Performance ratings 

 SQL Database can store resource usage, workers and sessions, and 
connectivity into one of these Azure resources in Table 9. 
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Azure Storage For archiving vast amounts of telemetry for a small price 
Azure Event 
Hubs 

For integrating SQL Database telemetry with your custom 
monitoring solution or hot pipelines 

Azure Monitor 
logs 

For a built-in monitoring solution with reporting, alerting, 
and mitigating capabilities 

Table 6 Azure SQL resources 

2.3.2.4 Availability capabilities 

Azure SQL Database allows your business to operate even during disruptions, 
protecting against a natural disaster that could destroy a datacenter. 

The Always On Availability Groups option, running in async mode can warranty 
protection of data loss even in catastrophic situations. 

The premium and business service tiers do something like the synchronization 
of an availability group. Lower service tiers provide redundancy through storage. 
Built-in logic helps protect against a single machine failure. The active geo-
replication feature gives the ability to protect against disaster where a whole 
region is destroyed. 

Azure has Availability Zones that protect against the outage of a single 
datacenter within a single region. To use them, in SQL Database, you place the 
different replicas in different availability zones. 

The service level agreement (SLA) of Azure ensures that your application run 
24/7. In other words it guarantees no data loss and a high percentage of data 
availability. Azure automatically handles any kind of problem with any action 
needed over its infrastructure. 

SQL Database provides built-in business continuity and global 
scalability features. These are included in Table 10. 

Automatic 
backups 

SQL Database automatically performs full, differential, and 
transaction log backups of SQL databases to enable you to 
restore to any point in time.  

Point-in-time 
restores 

SQL Database recovery to any point in time within the 
automatic backup retention period. 

Active geo-
replication 

The single database and pooled databases allow to configure 
up to four readable secondary databases in either the same 
or globally distributed Azure datacenters. And managed 
instances, use auto-failover groups. 

Auto-failover 
groups 

Failover groups allow high availability and load balancing at 
global scale. It includes transparent geo-replication and 
failover of large sets of databases, elastic pools, and 
managed instances. 

Zone-
redundant 
databases 

SQL Database allows enable availability zones. These 
databases and elastic pools with multiple redundant 
replicas, when placing these replicas into multiple 
availability zones provides there is a higher resilience. 
Table 7 Azure SQL - Availability capabilities 
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2.3.3 Database Sharding 
Database sharding [3] is a technique that divides the database into small 
components called shards. These shards can be faster and be spread across 
multiple database instances. Sharding is useful when databases are too large 
to be stored in a single repository. Additionally, they are more cost effective. One 
reason is because each database is distributed in different servers and the ratio 
between data on disk and memory is well balanced, so the resources are 
optimized  with reduced contention, much more faster index searches.  

Sharding is used in Software as a Service (SAAS). It is good to use it when [4]:  

 Sections of a database may be located in different geographical locations 
due to established policies,  

 The requirements of a database exceed the capacity of the database  
 The size of the database is too large to handle in a single repository 

 

Range-based sharding [5]. This is variation of sharding that divides the 
information in ranges according to a specific field (key). Each shard has the 
same design everywhere. See Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 Range-based sharding 

Base on shard keys it is possible to distribute the frequency, so the storage can 
be balanced properly across shards.  

The algorithm can be used to scale internationally, where regions can be 
grouped to distribute the load, making associations by regions with different 
time uses. For example, in the case of the United States of North America, it has 
9 time zones and the load can be distributed in different shards according to 
the times of the highest transactional load and group them to the lowest 
transactional load.  

In this algorithm, all shards will be working but grouped by time zones and 
identified times of greater and lesser load and thus combining them so that the 
information in the system is balanced.  
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2.3.4 Azure Synapse Analytics (formerly SQL DW) 

Azure Synapse [6] combines data warehousing and big data analytics in 
the same environment. It supports ETL (extract, transform and load) with 
business intelligence and machine learning. See Figure 5 

Azure Synapse has four components [6]: 

 Synapse SQL: Complete T-SQL based analytics 
 Spark: Integrated Apache Spark  
 Synapse Pipelines: Hybrid data integration 
 Studio: Unified user experience.  

 

 Figure 5 Azure Synapse schema for loading  

Figure 5 shows the process of data from its source to elaborated results. The 
data source comes from different data origins. The data is ingested with an 
orchestration and monitoring process. Then the data is stored, prepared, and 
trained. When the process is finished, the data could be queried into Synapse 
SQL pool tables. At this point, the information could be consumed and analyzed. 
The response time in this platform is quicker than in previous technologies.  

2.3.5 Power BI 

Power BI [25] is a Microsoft tool that allows you to connect to different data 
sources, which can be shown in different types of charts. One benefit of the tool 
is the integration of information that can scale and handle large amounts of 
information. The main objective is to be able to support timely information 
effectively for decision-making. Power BI [26] provides a user-friendly graphical 
interface, allowing all types of users to use it, as well as more advanced users 
who will be able to obtain all the benefits that the platform offers. This tool 
allows integration with Azure and Office 365, with very extensive integration 
tools aimed at applications in the cloud or desktop applications (stand-alone).  
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2.4 Docker  
 

Docker is an open source project [22 p. 4] that works as a platform and uses 
Operative System (OS) virtualization. The main goal is to deliver containers or 
software packages. Docker can run on the cloud or on-premises. See Figure 6.  

 
Figure 6 Docker can be deployed in different layers of the cloud 

Image containers created in Docker can be executed either in Windows or in 
Linux where only Linux images can run in both platforms, and Windows images 
can run only in Windows. The development environments can be: Windows, 
Linux or Mac OS. Windows containers run in Windows Server containers or in 
Hyper V Containers, so the difference is just how the container is created. [22 
p. 4] 

2.4.1 Containers and Docker 
 

Using containers in Information Technology means that services or applications 
are packaged within a container image with its dependencies and configuration. 
Containers can be tested as an independent software unit and can be deployed 
in the Operative System (different environments) as a container image. The main 
action and characteristics of containers [22] are: 

 

• Can isolate applications in the same host. 
• Run on the highest place of a container host executed in an Operative 

System. 
• Can scale by creating containers and instantiating new images. 
• Can be portable. 

 

2.4.2 Virtual machines vs Docker containers 
 

Figures 7 and 8 shows a comparison between VMs and Docker containers [22 
p. 5].  

 

Virtual Machines  Docker Containers 
Virtualization consumes more 
resources. It manages applications 

 Containers that share the OS, run the 
application and its references as 
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and its references that run ins in 
their own operative systems. 

isolated processes on the host 
operating system. 

 
Figure 7 Virtual Machines 

 

 
Figure 8 Docker containers 

2.4.3 Registries, images, and Docker containers 
 

A software developer can create an image of a service or application with its 
dependencies. After the development process the image can be instantiated to 
create a container that will be executed in a Docker host. The created image(s) 
can be stored in a Registry. The registry is a repository of images that will be 
invoked to deploy in different environments, and it could be developed either 
on-cloud or on-premises. Figure 9 shows how images and registries in Docker 
relate to other components [22 p. 9] 

 
Figure 9 Deployment process of a container image 

2.4.4 Microsoft Frameworks for Docker Containers 
 

The following image shows the operative systems where the containers can be 
deployed depending on the .Net Framework version. [22 p17]. See Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 Operating Systems to be used depending of the .Net Framework 

.NET Core supports containerization for Linux or Windows containers. This 
framework works on both Operative Systems. This Framework gives the best 
performance and granularity. Dot Net Core is 10 times faster than Dot Net 
Framework or other technologies like Node.js. Moreover, the .Net Framework 
has dependences on Windows Operative System, so it can be used only in 
Windows containers.  

 

2.4.5 Design containers with different architectures 
 

The Table 11 describes the different container design principles: [22 p. 20]  

Containerization  

architecture  

for Monolithic  

applications 

A single application or service can be deployed as a 
container. Internally, the application or service can be 
organized with a n layer architecture, but it is considered 
as a unique component. The solution is to deploy a single 
container that can scale with multiple instances invoked 
for a load balancer. Scale in this way is faster than create 
and deploy new virtual machines. 

Containerization  

for  

service-oriented 
architecture 

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) decompose the 
structure of an application into several services, and they 
can be deployed as Docker containers and managed by 
Docker or an orchestrator. An example of SOA architecture 
is the well know Enterprise Service Bus (ESB). 

Containerization  

for  

Microservices  

architecture 

Microservices group a set of services to build a server 
application. The services run individually but 
communicates with others with the use of protocols . Each 
microservice has a boundary and its business logic and 
they should be developed and deployed individually. So, 
each microservice can connect to a relational or no 
relational database with a variety of technologies. It 
important to remark that microservices provide a high 
maintainability and scalability  

Orchestrating 
microservices 

Orchestration need to be considered if live applications are 
composed by microservices in different containers. One 
important aspect in Orchestration is scalability. Docker as 
a development environment manage one image 
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containerized but it is required to manage multiple 
instances, turn on, turn off and pause multiple instances 
simultaneously. Kubernetes is an example of an 
orchestrator and Microsoft give the service with Azure 
Kubernetes Services. Schedulers allow to launch 
containers in a cluster with a user interface, besides 
managing the resources efficiently.  

Table 8 Container design principles 

2.4.6 Docker file 

The Dockerfile [9] file is used by the docker build command to create a container 
image. This file is a text file called Dockerfile without extension. This file must 
be created in the directory containing the .csproj file.  

Here is the ASP.NET Core runtime image: 

FROM mcr.microsoft.com/dotnet/core/aspnet:3.1 

 The FROM keyword needs a fully qualified Docker container image name. 
 Microsoft Container Registry (MCR, mcr.microsoft.com) is a join of the 

Docker Hub. 
 The “dotnet/core” segment is the container repository, Here the aspnet 

segment is the container image’s name. 
 The image is tagged with 3.1.It specifies the version.  

The next command creates the image and a local repository called example-
image that points to that image. The docker build command instructs Docker 
to work in the current folder to find a Dockerfile file. 
 
docker build -t example-image -f Dockerfile . 

The “docker images” command allows you to view a list of installed images. See 
Table 12 

 

Table 9 Docker command to list images 

The next command creates a new image layer with the final command 
representing the counter-image repository entry points to Dockerfile 

 
COPY bin/Release/netcoreapp3.1/example/AppContainer/ 
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WORKDIR /App 
ENTRYPOINT ["dotnet", "NetCore.Docker.dll"] 
 

• The COPY command instructs Docker to copy the specified folder on 
the computer to a folder in the container. The “example” folder is 
copied to a folder named Container “AppContainer”. 

• The WORKDIR command changes the current directory within the 
container to “AppContainer”. 

• The following command, ENTRYPOINT, instructs Docker to configure 
the container to run as executable. When the container starts, the 
ENTRYPOINT command is executed. When this command completes, 
the container stops automatically. 
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2.5 Kubernetes 
 

2.5.1 Context 
 

2.5.1.1 Definition 
 

Kubernetes is an open-source platform for managing containerized workloads 
and services. It has a very large growing environment. Kubernetes services, 
support, and tools are available. Google open-sourced the Kubernetes project in 
2014. Kubernetes combines over 15 years of Google’s experience running 
production workloads at scale with best-of-breed ideas and practices from the 
community [9]. 

 

2.5.1.2 Background 
 

The next Table 13 explains the different eras in deployment 

Traditional 
deployment 
era  

In a physical server , there was no way to define resource 
boundaries for applications, and this caused resource 
allocation issues. The possible solution is to run each 
application on a different physical server. But this did not 
scale as resources, and it is expensive for companies to 
maintain several physical servers. 

Virtualized 
deployment 
era 

It supports to execute multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) on a 
single physical server’s CPU. Virtualization allows 
applications to be isolated between VMs and provides a level 
of security as the information of one application cannot be 
freely accessed by another application. Virtualization 
improves the use of resources in a physical server and allows 
better scalability. 

Container 
deployment 
era 

Containers have relaxed isolation properties to share the 
Operating System (OS) among the applications. So, 
containers are considered lightweight. As with a VM, a 
container has its own filesystem, CPU, memory, process 
space, and more. Containers are portable across clouds and 
OS distributions 

Table 10 Deployment eras 

The next image illustrates the different eras previously mentioned: (see Figure 
11) 
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Figure 11 Deployment eras 

Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) is a Kubernetes container orchestration 
service in Microsoft Azure. It improves the process of management, deploy and 
maintenance.  

 

2.5.2 YAML Structure  
 

An object in Kubernetes [10], must provide the object spec that describes its 
desired state, as well as some basic information about the object (such as a 
name).  

Here is an example .yaml file (Table 14) that shows the required fields and object 
spec for a Kubernetes Deployment [10]: 

 

apiVersion: apps/v1  
kind: Deployment 
metadata: 
  name: nginx-deployment 
spec: 
  selector: 
    matchLabels: 
      app: nginx 
  replicas: 2  
  template: 
    metadata: 
      labels: 
        app: nginx 
    spec: 
      containers: 
      - name: nginx 
        image: nginx:1.14.2 
        ports: 
        - containerPort: 80  

Table 11 Yaml file example 
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To create a Deployment using a .yaml file like the one above is to use 
the “kubectl apply” command [24] in the kubectl command-line interface, 
passing the .yaml file as an argument.  

In the .yaml file for the Kubernetes object is required to set values for the 
following fields [11]: 

 apiVersion – Specifies the version of the Kubernetes API that is used to 
create this object 

 kind - Specifies the kind of object to create 
 metadata - Specifies the data that helps uniquely identify the object, 

including a name string, UID, and optional namespace 
 spec - Specifies the state for the object. The precise format of the 

object spec is different for every Kubernetes object, and contains nested 
fields specific to that object 

 

2.5.2.1 Ambassador Service 
  
The backend Service is the key to connecting a frontend to a backend. A Service 
creates a persistent IP address and DNS name entry so that the backend 
microservice can always be reached. A Service uses selectors to find the Pods 
that it routes traffic to [34]. See Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12 Kubernetes - Ambassador Service 

 

2.5.2.2 Deployment  
 

This section is the configuration file for the backend Deployment. This makes it 
accessible from any node in your cluster. In the deployment is necessary to 
implement the image deployed with Docker.   

Kubernetes manages container-based resources. In the case of a Deployment, a 
set of resources is created and managed. In general, a single instance of the Pod 
is created, but it is possible to create a Deployment to tell Kubernetes to manage 
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a set of replicas of that Pod — literally, a ReplicaSet — to make sure that a 
certain number of them are always available [36]. See Figure 13.  

 
Figure 13 Kubernetes - Deployment 

 

2.5.2.3 Ambassador Mapping 
 

A Mapping configuration that tells Ambassador to route all traffic from 
/backend/ to the quote service. It maps a resource to a service [33]. See Figure 
14 and Table 15. 

 

 
Figure 14 Kubernetes - Ambassador Mapping 

Required 
attribute 

Description 

Name is a string identifying the Mapping (e.g.  
coremicroservicedriverapi-coremicroservicedriver) 

Prefix is the URL prefix identifying your resource (e.g. /driver/) 
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Service is the name of the service handling the resource; must include 
the namespace (e.g. myservice.othernamespace) if the service is 
in a different namespace than Ambassador 

Table 12 Kubernetes - Ambassador Mapping Commands 

 

2.5.2.4 Autoscaling 
 

Kubernetes supports horizontal pod autoscaling to adjust the number of pods 
in a deployment depending on CPU utilization or other select metrics. The 
Metrics Server is used to provide resource utilization to Kubernetes and is 
automatically deployed in AKS clusters versions 1.10 and higher [35]. See 
Figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15 Kubernetes - Autoscaling 
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2.6 Testing Tools 
 

There are some testing tools, and this document will test the microservices using 
the following testing tools. 

A load test measures the performance of a system under an expected load. In 
contrast, a stress test overloads a system in order to find the breaking point. 

 

2.6.1 Postman  
 

Postman [30] is a collaboration platform for API development. Its features 
simplify each step of building an API (for Instance an API Rest). It allows 
streamline collaboration. Postman can create better APIs faster. 

 

2.6.2 JMeter 
 

JMeter [29] is an application. It was built as an open source software. JMeter 
was built in Java and it is an application designed to load test behavior and it 
also allows to measure performance.  

JMeter supports several protocols types: Web - HTTP, HTTPS, SOAP / REST 
Webservices, FTP, Database via JDBC, LDAP, Message-oriented middleware, 
Mail - SMTP, POP3 and IMAP -, TCP, Java Objects. 

 

This is an explanation about the columns of the Aggregate Report table, 
described in Chapter 5, to understand the meaning of the different columns 
[38]: 

 

Label: It is the name/URL for the specific HTTP(s) Request. If you have selected 
“Include group name in label?” option, then the name of the Thread Group is 
applied as the prefix to each label. 

 
#Samples: This indicates the number of virtual users per request. 

 
Average: It is the average time taken by all the samples to execute specific label.  

 
Min: The shortest time taken by a sample for specific label.  

 
Max: The longest time taken by a sample for specific label.  

 
Std. Dev.: This shows the set of exceptional cases which were deviating from 
the average value of sample response time. The lesser this value more consistent 
the data. Standard deviation should be less than or equal to half of the average 
time for a label. 
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Error%: Percentage of Failed requests per Label. 

 
Throughput: Throughput is the number of requests that are processed per time 
unit(seconds, minutes, hours) by the server. This time is calculated from the 
start of first sample to the end of the last sample. Larger throughput is better. 

 
KB/Sec: This indicates the amount of data downloaded from server during the 
performance test execution. In short, it is the Throughput measured in Kilobytes 
per second. 

 

 

2.6.3 K6 
 

k6 [28] is a developer-centric, free, and open-source load testing tool. It was 
built for making performance testing a valuable experience. k6 is used to catch 
performance regression and problems earlier. It supports to build resilient 
systems and robust applications. k6 is a high-performing load testing tool, 
scriptable in JavaScript. 
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2.7 External Providers 
 

2.7.1 SMS (Short message service) 
 

SMS It is a service of text messaging that uses protocols communication 
(included in the Global System for Mobile Communications GSM) to allow 
mobile devices exchange texts. The protocols stablished the maximum number 
of characters to be 160 for GSM mobiles.  

There are gateway providers that give the service to exchange messages between 
users and business. One way is to provide an API Rest to send the message, and 
the provider will send the message through its platform. See Figure 16. 

 
Figure 16 SMS service process 

2.7.2 Payment Gateway 
 

PlacetoPay [12] is the electronic payment platform that Commerce uses to 
process online the transactions generated in the virtual store with the payment 
methods enabled for this purpose. 

In the Commerce virtual stores,  you can make your payment using: Credit 
cards of the following franchises: Diners, Visa and MasterCard; of all banks in 
what corresponds to current payment and in terms of deferred, the cards issued 
by Banco Pichincha, Loja, BGR and Machala. We will soon extend this list of 
options for their clients. 

 

2.7.2.1 Payment process 
 

Commerce will define the process for the breakdown of the product or service 
where the values and tax receivable are assessed by the Cardholder. It can be 
through form, shopping cart, virtual store, invoice selection or others. See figure 
17. 
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Figure 17 Payment Gateway process 

2.7.2.2 Field validation 
 

The site must send at least the following data in the frame: 

 Description 
 Currency 
 Total value 
 VAT(In case the product discriminates VAT) 
 Return base 
 IP 
 Browser 
 Expiration date 
 Return URL 
 Buyer's information 

2.7.2.3 Start of payment 
 

The site must show the user the total value to pay, this value must match the 
value sent to PlacetoPay. After completing the transaction process in PlacetoPay, 
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the user is redirected to the merchant site and must display a screen identifying 
which response he obtained (Approved, Rejected or Pending) and how he/she 
can continue with his/her purchase process. 

 

2.7.2.4 Pending transaction 
 

If the transaction response is Pending, the site must report the status of the 
transaction and additionally: 

• The merchant must indicate a static URL to which PlacetoPay will 
send the response of the event once the session has a final status. 

• You must configure a scheduled task that runs a script (it is 
recommended to run it once every morning), which queries the 
pending transactions in the site database to be updated. 

• If users try to make a purchase and have a pending transaction, it is 
necessary to show them an informational message that suggests that 
they currently have a pending transaction. 
Depending on the business rule, it can allow users to update 
payments, even if they have pending transactions or not allow it. 

 

2.7.2.5 Transaction back 
 

The merchant must develop the functionality to generate backs in their system. 
Please note that automatic reverses can only be requested on the same day of 
the transaction until 23:59. After that time the merchant will have to request 
the refund to the bank manually 

 

2.7.2.6 Historic payment 
 
Commerce should give users the option to view the transactions they have made, 
in this view it should show at least: Reference, Total Value, and Status 

 

2.7.2.7 Safety requirements 
 

PlacetoPay connection configuration data must be stored as parameters either 
in the database or in some .ini, json, xml, etc. 
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Chapter 3: 
 

Software 
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3 Software Requirements Specification 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 

This section will detail the requirements that “DGC Llevar” Transport 
Services Platform must meet. 

 

3.1.1 Purpose 
 

This specification is addressed to the stakeholders, which mostly are 
managers or chiefs of the transport union. It is also oriented to the 
managers, coordinators, and developers in charge of the implementation 
of the “DGC Llevar” platform. 
 

3.1.2 Scope 
 

In general, the implementation of the “DGC Llevar” platform is intended 
to: 

 

 Make available to customers an App that works on iOS and Android 
Operative Systems. 

 Allow customers to: 
 Sign up on the platform 
 Request a cargo transport service 
 Select the type of cargo transport appropriate to each need. 
 Track the location of the selected transport provider during the 

transport service. 
 Pay for the transport service electronically. 
 List the service cargo requested 

 Allow drivers to: 
 Sign up on the platform 
 Receive a cargo transport service 
 Manage personal information 
 Manage car information 
 Manage bank account. 
 List the service cargo executed. 

 Allow staff of "DGC Llevar” to access to a Web Site (Back Office) to: 
 Manage drivers and their cars 
 Modify the configuration parameters of the “DGC LLevar” App 
 Generate general reports 
 Generate reports of the sales generated through the transport 

services 
 

It won’t be included: 
 Management of video cameras inside the vehicles.  
 Accounting management of the organization.  
 Show cargo tracking. Trucks already have a tracking chip.  
 Management of corporate clients.  
 Schedule cargo services. 
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3.1.3 Glossary 
 

App: Mobile Application 
Back Office Web application that will allow staff of the company to 

manage a platform. This is usually accessed by the staff 
of the company that owns the platform. 

DGC Llevar Company that will own the platform and will manage it. 
Its staff is formed by people from the transport union.  

Payment Gateway Collection service for transactions by credit or debit 
card. 

Stakeholders All those who are directly and indirectly involved with 
the project. 

Web Site Set of web pages accessible from the internet. 
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3.2 General Description 
 

Below, you can find a general description of the “DGC Llevar” Platform. 
 

3.2.1 Product Characteristics 
 

The “DGC Llevar” platform is a solution that will have different components 
which together will support its operation. 
 

 Customer oriented mobile App. It is an application that will work on 
iOS and Android operative systems. Customers fundamentally will 
access to this application in order to request transport services.  

 Driver oriented mobile App. It is an application that will work on iOS 
and Android operative systems. Drivers essentially will access to the 
application to provide a transport service requested by a customer. 

 Back Office. It is a website that will allow the “DGC Llevar” staff to 
perform any necessary parameterization and to approve registration 
of drivers who will provide the cargo transportation services to the 
customers. Additionally, it will provide information of payments and 
rides performed in the platform. This information may be used when 
performing accounting activities. 

 Database. Repository that saves customers, drivers, and staff 
information and the transactions made on the platform. 

 

On the other hand, the “DGC Llevar” platform will interact with: 
 

 Payment Gateway. All transport services offered on the platform can 
be paid electronically. To achieve that the “DGC Llevar” platform will 
be connected to a Payment Gateway, which will be in charge of 
processing the payment and returning a result to the platform. 

 SMS Mobile Operator. The SMS messages will be used for the 
validation of the telephone number, as well as an informative 
communication channel.  

3.2.2 Product Functions 
 

The functions that must be performed on the “DGC Llevar” platform are: 
 

 Request a cargo transportation service. 
 Pay for transportation services. 
 Join the “DGC Llevar” platform as a customer 
 Join the “DGC Llevar” platform as a driver 
 Track the driver location on real time before and during the ride. 

(This is outside the scope of this document) 
 
3.2.2.1 Request cargo transport service 
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Requesting the cargo transport service is the main function of the platform. 
Through this function the customer will be able to request a transport 
service from his/her mobile phone. To achieve this, the following activities 
must be accomplished. 

 
1. The customer download and open the mobile application 
2. Register on the platform 
3. Log in 
4. Describe the cargo 
5. Choose if you want to hire assistants for loading and unloading 

the cargo. Indicate how many stevedores are required. 
6. Take a picture of the cargo to be sent and specify the weight and 

dimensions 
7. Choose the position from where you want to hire the service 
8. Choose the position to where you need to deliver the cargo 
9. Review the route and the approximate price 
10. The platform receives the information, searches for the 

appropriate drivers that are available and closest to the pick-up 
position, and sends the data of the customer's request 

11. The first driver to accept is the one who will perform the service 
12. The customer is notified of that a driver has accepted his/her 

request 
 

3.2.2.2 Pay for transportation services 
 

By requesting the service, the customer agrees to pay the value calculated 
for the requested transport service. The activities to be performed are: 

 
1. The driver ends the transport service 
2. Payment is executed from the selected payment method (card or 

cash) 
 
3.2.2.3 Join the “DGC Llevar” platform as a customer 

 

In order to use the transport services offered by the Platform, a customer 
must register on the platform. The activities for the customer to register 
are the following: 

 
1. Download and open the mobile application (from client) 
2. Register on the platform 
3. Enter personal information  
4. Enter the payment method 
5. Enter password 
6. The platform sends account confirmation email 

 
3.2.2.4 Join the “DGC Llevar” platform as a driver in the platform 

 
In order to provide the cargo transport service through the“ DGC Llevar” 
platform, the driver must register on the platform. There are two means 
for a driver to join the platform: 
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 Mobile Application. The activities to be carried out are: 
i. Download and open the mobile application 
ii. Choose to register 
iii. Enter personal information 
iv. Enter account data 
v. Attach the images of: 

 Driver's photo 
 Driving License (front and back) 
 License plate number (front and rear) 
 Vehicle photo 
 Service bill (water, electricity, or telephone). 
 Vehicle license plate  

vi. The platform sends a registration request confirmation 
email 

vii. Approve or deny manually the request ("DGC Llevar" staff) 
viii. Send the result by email 
ix. Enter a password 
 

 Back Office. The activities to be carried out in this case by the 
"DGC Llevar" staff: 

i. Edit personal information of the driver 
ii. Edit account information of the driver 
iii. Check the images of: 

 Driver's photo 
 Driving License (front and back) 
 License plate number (front and rear) 
 Vehicle photo 
 Service bill (water, electricity or telephone). 
 Vehicle license plate  

iv. The platform sends mail for confirmation 
v. Enter a password 

 

3.2.3 User Characteristics 
 

The users that are going to use the "DGC Llevar" Platform are grouped into 
the following groups: 

 
 Customer. Anyone who has downloaded the customer’s mobile 

application and who has registered. These users will be people who 
have or have ever had the need for a cargo transport service. 

 Driver. Any person who has downloaded the driver’s mobile 
application and who has registered on the platform and additionally 
has been accepted to provide the transport service. This user will be 
a professional driver who has a vehicle to provide cargo transport 
service. 

 Platform Administrator. Person with an administrative profile 
dedicated to managing the Back Office solution of the "DGC Llevar" 
Platform. These users will generally be employees of "DGC Llevar" 
company. 
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 Accountants: Accounting / financial staff dedicated to generating 
accounting reports in the Back Office solution of the "DGC Llevar" 
Platform. These users will generally be employees of "DGC Llevar" 
company. 

 Administrator. A person with a technical profile dedicated to solving 
management problems in the "DGC Llevar" Platform. These users will 
be responsible for consulting technical information such as the logs 
generated by the application in text files that can be viewed from the 
web and solving general problems with the platform. 

 

3.2.4 Dependencies and Assumptions 
 
 Use of a Payment Gateway. 
 Transportation Service Calculation. The owner of the platform will 

provide the formula for the calculation of the corresponding value. 
 The following permissions will be accepted by the user to be able to 

use the mobile application (the permissions will be the same for both 
customer and driver app): 
 Notifications: For sending travel alerts. 
 GPS: To track the location in the request of a trip and in progress. 
 Camera / Access Gallery: To take / select necessary photos in the 

registration flow and the travel request 
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3.3 Specific Requirements 
 

3.3.1 Functional Requirements 
3.3.1.1 Join the "DGC Llevar" platform as a customer 
 

Req (1) Register as a new customer 
 
The customer mobile application must allow the registration of a 
new user on the platform with all the required information. 
The required information is the following: 

 Names 
 Surname 
 Gender 
 Date of Birth 
 City 
 Fixed 
 Phone Mobile Phone 
 Full address 
 Email 
 User 
 Password 
 Acceptance of Terms and Conditions 

Req (2) Confirmation of new customer account 
 
The platform must send an account confirmation email for the 
customer to confirm his/her email. This confirmation will allow the 
customer to access to the platform. 

 

Req (3) SMS confirmation of telephone number  
 
The platform must send an SMS with a phone number 
confirmation code for the customer to validate this code. This 
confirmation must be part of the user's registration. 
 

Req (4) Save and select the Payment Method 
 
The customer mobile application must support to select a payment 
method and save all the information associated with it. The 
allowed payment methods are credit/debit card or cash. The 
default payment method will be cash. Credit/Debit card 
information will be collected and validated by the payment gateway 
and afterwards it will be saved in the platform. 
 

Req (44) Push Notifications 
 
The app for the customer must receive push notifications. The next 
are the events that trigger notifications: 

 The request for hailing transportation service has been 
accepted by a customer 

 The ride has changed the stated: started, cancelled, 
finished, pending of payment.  
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3.3.1.2 Join the "DGC Llevar" platform as a driver 
 

Req (5) Driver Application 
 

The driver mobile application must allow the registration of a 
platform user request. The data required are: 
 

 Name 
 Last 
 Date of Birth 
 Email 
 Province 
 City 
 Address 
 Identification type 
 Identification number 
 Driver's license type (C, D or E). 
 Expiration date of the driver's license. 
 Expiration date of the vehicle registration. 
 Cooperative to which the driver belongs 
 Mobile phone number 
 Acceptance of Terms and Conditions 

  
Req (6) Bank Account Information  

 
The driver mobile application must save the driver's bank account 
information. This account will be used for transferring all 
electronic payments. 
 

Req (7) Driver images 
 

The driver mobile application must save the images of: Driving 
license, personal photo, license plate and vehicle photo. 
These images will be analyzed by the company staff. As a result of 
this analysis the registration request will be approved or rejected, 
and the driver will be notified through the mobile application. 
 

Req (8) Notifications 
 
Notifications must be sent to the driver both upon receipt of the 
registration request and the result. These notifications are in the 
form of emails. 
 

Req (9) Email account validation  
 
"DGC Llevar" platform must validate the driver account, in order 
to confirm the desire to use the services offered on the platform. 
Validation is done by clicking on a link in the user request 
registration email on the platform. 
 

Req (10) Account approval 
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The back office of "DGC Llevar" platform must allow an 
Administrator to check all registration requests from the drivers in 
order to approve or deny these requests to join the platform. 
 

Req (11) Creation of a driver user 
 
The back office of the "DGC Llevar" platform must allow an 
Administrator to create a driver user by entering all the necessary 
information described in Req (5). 

 

Req (12) Authentication of the mobile driver application  
 
The driver mobile application will support the authentication of the 
drivers with their email accounts and passwords. It will return the 
information of the driver and all vehicles associated with it. When 
authenticating, the application will update the list of vehicles 
registered in device memory. 

 
 Req (13) Vehicle management by driver 

 
Only the mobile application will support the administration of 
vehicles associated with the driver.  
To create a new vehicle, the following information must be 
specified:  

 Brand 
 Model 
 Year 
 Plate 
 Color 
 License Type of Transport: Depending on the capacity of the 

truck: 
o Single Cab 
o Light Truck (1-3.5 tons) 
o Truck (up to 5 tons) Truck (up to 5 tons)  
o Truck double cabin 

 
Req (45) Push Notifications 

 
The app for the driver must receive push notifications. The next 
are the events that trigger notifications: 

 A new request has been requested by a customer. 
 The ride has changed its status to cancelled by the user.  

 
3.3.1.3 Management of cargo transportation services 
 

Req (14) Transport service request  
 
The customer mobile application must have the ability to request 
a cargo transport service. For this the customer must specify the 
following information: 

 Origin 
 Destination 
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 Type of Transport 
 Description of the cargo 
 Dimensions of the cargo (Optional): Height, length and 

Width in meters 
 Height of the cargo 
 Photo of the cargo 

 
Req (15) Route calculation and service value 

 
The customer mobile application must show a route between 
origin and destination, and a price for the service that the 
customer has requested and specified. 

 
Req (16) Location of vehicles 

 
The "DGC Llevar" platform should search for the nearest vehicles 
that are available that meet the customer's requirements, such as 
the type of vehicle required and proximity. 
The driver mobile application must show the cargo transport 
requirements from customers so that some drivers can provide the 
service by accepting the request. The platform will assign the 
customer request to the first driver who accepts it. Afterwards, the 
customer will be informed of this through his/her app.  

 
Req (17) Display driver’s location and information. 

 
The customer mobile application must show the driver information 
that has agreed to provide the cargo transport service and the 
location of his/her vehicle during the cargo transport service. 

 
Req (18) Enable and disable driver availability 

 
The driver mobile application must have the ability to enable and 
disable driver’s availability to receive transport service 
requirements. In the case of enabling, the driver must choose a 
previously created vehicle with which he/she wants to provide the 
cargo service. In the case that there isn’t at least one vehicle, the 
driver will be redirected to create one. 
 

3.3.1.4 Pay freight transport service 
 
Req (19) Payment execution 

 
The "DGC Llevar" platform will process the payment considering 
the method selected by the customer, as soon as the service has 
been completed.  
 
If the payment method is credit/debit card, the payment is 
executed over the payment gateway and a confirmation email is 
sent to the customer to who the cost was charged.  
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If the payment method is cash, a credit for the value equal to the 
corresponding commission for the service provided is created on 
the platform. The driver receives the payment. The amount 
receivable will be: 

 Cost of the service. Considering the type of vehicle, 
distance, traffic, number of assistants requested. The 
specific formula for calculating the service will be provided 
by the owner of the platform. 

 25% commission of the cost of the service will be charged. 
From this percentage 

 6% is retained by the platform. 
 17% is retained by the transport company. 
 2% is retained by the payment gateway 

 
Req (20) Payment recalculations 

 
The driver mobile application will be able to perform a 
recalculation in case that any of the variables for the price 
calculation has changed from the original request. The variables 
are the following: 

 Modification of destination 
 An additional expense is incurred, such as tolls or customs 

taxes. 
 An assistant is required for loading and unloading the 

cargo. 
 

Req (21) Payment tracking 
 
The customer will be alerted of the status of payments right after 
each transaction is done. These alerts will be in the form of emails. 
Furthermore, the platform will have a section with the following 
details of the trip: 

 Origin 
 Destination  
 Distance traveled 
 Description of the load 
 Name of the driver 
 Cost of the service 

 
3.3.1.5 Cancel cargo transport service 
 

Req (22) Cancellation of cargo transport service 
 

The customer and driver mobile application must be able to cancel 
the cargo transport service until before the trip begins. In case of 
an incident during the trip, the driver will have the possibility to 
cancel it with previous agreement with the passenger. 

 

3.3.1.6 Rate service provided 
 

Req (23) Rate the service provided 
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The customer mobile application must be able to rate the 
transport service received from a driver as soon as the trip ends. 
It will not be finished until the rate it is completed. After that the 
customer will be able to request new trips. This rating will be 
expressed in a 5 stars-scale, of which 1 is the lowest rating and 5 
the highest. For ratings less than 3 stars, a mandatory comment 
field must be added to obtain customer feedback. 
 

3.3.1.7 Review ride history 
 
Req (24) Ride history  

 
The customer and driver mobile applications must allow users to 
see the history of the rides that’s been made on the platform as 
well as the amount of money that have been paid on each trip 
and the details of it. 
 

3.3.1.8 Change payment method 
 
Req (25) Change of payment method. 

 
The customer mobile application must allow user to change the 
payment method that the application will use by default. In the 
case of a credit/debit card, the user must enter the following 
information on the gateway: 
 

 Card number 
 Expiration Date Cardholder 
 Name 
 CV Code 

 
3.3.1.9 User Management  
 

Req (26) Users management 
 
The back office of the platform must allow an administrator to 
manage the users who will be able to access the back office. The 
users who can be created are of two types: 

 Super administrators 
 Manage web users. 

 Administrators 
 Access the entire report module 
 Create new drivers Req (11) 

 Accountants 
 Access the financial reports. 

 
Req (27) Parameters management 

 
The back office of the platform must support the management of 
parameters required by the customer and driver mobile 
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applications to work properly. The parameters required will be the 
following: 

 Application server name 
 Port used for services (Node and .Net) 
 Maximum distance (km) between customers and drivers to 

be eligible for cargo transport services. 
 Percentage of VAT  
 Email and account credentials.  

 
3.3.1.10 Reports 
 

Req (28) Report Transaction 
 

The back office must offer a financial report that shows all 
transactions (financial movements generated between a customer 
and a driver at the time of subscription or when paying for trips) 
that have been performed within the platform. They must be 
classified by type of payment: cash and credit card.  
 

Req (29) Unsuccessful Transactions Report  
 

The back office must offer a financial report that shows all 
transactions that have had problems in the execution of the 
charging.  
 

Req (30) Driver Ranking 
 

The back office must offer an operative report that shows the 
ranking of all drivers. This ranking is going to be calculated with 
the average of all ratings given by the customers after the end of a 
cargo transport service. 
 

Req (31) Report of Transactions pending reversal 
 

The back office must provide a report with transactions pending 
for reversal. These transactions are the result of changing the type 
of payment from card to cash, after an error in the first attempt to 
charge the ride by card. In such case, these the transactions will 
remain pending of processing.  
 

Req (32) Driver report 
 

The back office must provide a report of drivers who have 
registered on the platform. The reports will list the driver 
information and a sub report will include more detailed 
information. 
 

 Report columns 
 

o Name and last name  
o Type of identification  
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o Document of identification 
o ID 
o Date of Birth 
o Mobile phone number 

 
 Sub-report columns 

o Province 
o City 
o Address 
o Type of driver's license 
o Date of expiration of driver's license. 
o Transport union. 

 
Req (43) Rides by driver 

 
The back office must provide a report of the total amount of money 
made in cash and credit/debit card by driver. It will be used for 
accounting and for transferring the money to the drivers.  
 

Req (33) Rejected Report  
 

Report of drivers who have been rejected in the approval process 
because of some issue in the documents uploaded through the 
app. 
 

Req (34) Passenger Report  
 

Report of customers who have been registered on the platform. 
Personal information, details of rides and attached documents. 

 
Req (35) Billing report 
 

Report indicating by date range the number of trips and the total 
amount of money generated for the indicated dates.  

 
Req (36) Dashboard 

 
The dashboard must show next the information as a summary of 
general data:  
 

1. Amount of money charged by card (debit and credit) 
2. Amount of money charged by cash 
3. Today rides 
4. This month rides 
5. Current rides 
6. Number of rides in progress 
7. Number of available drivers  
8. Number of drivers to be approved  
9. Number of drivers being requested 
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3.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
 

3.3.2.1 Logs 
 

Req (37) Testability 
 
The back office must keep log files that will be stored on the server. 
These logs have the requests made to the API, as well as the 
operations carried out by users in the Back Office. The 
administrator of the back office must be able to display the logs 
sorted by dates. 
 

3.3.2.2 Other requirements  
 
Req (38) Authentication and Authorization.  

 
The platform must ensure that only authenticated users can have 
access. All users must be authorized according to their type and 
can perform only the allowed operations. 

 

Req (39) Recoverability of the server 
 
In case of a possible fail in some component, the platform must be 
operational again in less than a minute. 
 

Req (40) Availability  
 
The customer and driver mobile applications must have the ability 
to resume a transport service that is currently running. This could 
happen in case the application was closed, or the Internet 
connection was lost for some time. 
There will be a monitoring of the availability of services in real 
time. 

 

Req (41) Performance 
 
For users who have at least one stable bandwidth of 10Mbps of 
download and 2.5 Mbps of upload, it is guaranteed the response 
time of a maximum of one second in sending requests and 
accepting trips. A bandwidth of at least 40 Mbps of upload and 
download is recommended for the server.  
 
The system must be able to tolerate a 5 seconds frequency rate 
when drivers are sharing its location once becomes available and 
during a ride. 

 

Req (42) Payment Security 
 
Ensure the confidentiality of payments so that they are not 
accessible by external parties. Implement security tactics in the 
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processes where payment gateway data is manipulated or in which 
money transactions are incurred. 
All the data transferred between the mobile applications, the back 
office and the servers must go through a secure channel . 

 

 
Chapter 4: 
 

Development 
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4 Development  
 

4.1 Context of the Car-Pooling Information System 
 

The context diagram (see Figure 18) expresses the high-level view of the software. 
The main elements are described as well as the communication protocols and 
their interrelation. The following scheme defines the limits between external 
components and the car-pooling information system. The front-end users can 
access the CPIS (Car Pooling information system) through a Web application or 
two mobile applications a) for customers b) for drivers. 

There is an interaction between the components of the CPIS and third-party 
ones. When the CPIS’s components interact among them, the context is called 
internal. But, If the CPIS’s components interact with third-party ones, the 
context is called external. 

 

 
Figure 18 Context Diagram 

 

4.1.1 Communication Protocols. 
The protocols used in this system are HTTPS and Websockets 

 

4.1.1.1 HTTPS 
The HTTPS protocol has been used for calling REST services. The mentioned 
protocol uses the JavaScript Object Notation format for data exchange. It is 
important to mention that this protocol is synchronous, that is the client need 
to await the response of the server.  
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4.1.1.2 WebSockets 
WebSockets have been used for asynchronous communication between the 
mobile apps and the application server. This opens the session to send and 
receive event-driven messages without having to query the server for a response 
by means of a publish/subscribe pattern.  

 

4.1.2 APP Customer 
 Description:Mobile application for the customer. The user can request a 

cargo transport service on demand. The application will use geolocation 
to search for the closest drivers. It will require some input parameters: 
for a service request: weight, origin address, destination address, photo, 
form of payment. In the same way, you will receive different events from 
a driver (using the CPIS as intermediary) and the CPIS. The customer can 
handle her/his personal information. Moreover, you can see the history 
of the trips made.See Table 16.  

 Context: Internal 

 

Protocol Actions 
Https 1. Login in and out from the application  

2. Getting all customer information  

3. Register customer in the application.  

4. Update contact user information.  

5. Change password  

6. Get the different payment methods  

7. Set up a default payment method for rides  

8. Verify SMS code  

9. Get the current App version to lock usage on deprecated 
application versions  

10. Register a notification Token for receiving notifications  

11. Submit issues  

12.Estimate the distance and fare of carrying the package from 
a pickup to a destination location and a type of car.  

13. Request rides to carry the package  

14. Cancel a current ride  

15. Check rides history  

16. Resume taken rides  

17. Pay with online card and suscription  

18. Rate drivers after a service ride 

Websockets 1. Open and close Socket Connection  

2. Subscribe to driver ride approval, refused and finish  
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3. Subscribe to driver cancel, near pickup location, starting and 
finish ride.  

4. Subscribe to driver location updates  

5. Subscribe to online card payment request and result 

Table 13 Customer Protocols 

4.1.3 APP Driver 
 Description: Mobile application for the driver. The user can receive 

request from the customer of a cargo transport service. The driver 
receives notifications throught events and push notifications about new 
service requests and customers’ actions (cancelations, payments). The 
received information contains parameters such as: weight, origin address, 
destination address, photo, form of payment. The time and the distance 
is calculated. The driver can handle her/his information, as well as the 
vehicle data and bank reference information. Moreover, he/she can see 
the history of his/her performed trips. See Table 17. 

 Context: Internal 

 

Protocol Actions 
Https 1. Login in and out from the application  

2. Change password  

3. Getting all driver information  

4. Create a bank account  

5. Confirm images upload in the registration  

6. Set the driver mobile phone  

7. Register driver in the application.  

8. Register a notification Token for receiving notifications  

9. Verify SMS code  

10. Get the current App version to lock usage on deprecated 
application versions  

11. Accept requested rides  

12. Resume a current ride  

13. Get pending requested ride  

14. Disable driver availability  

15. Get driver status 

16. Cancel request ride  

17. Alert customer proximity  

18. Start the current ride  

19. Cancel the current ride  

20. Finish the current ride  
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21. Verify an online payment  

22. Check rides history  

23. Check if driver is active on another device  

24. Get the driver registered cars 

Websocket 1. Open and close Socket Connection  

2. Subscribe to requested rides  

3. Subscribe to cancel requested rides  

4. Subscribe to online card payment result  

5. Subscribe to customer cancel rides  

6. Send location updates when available and during a ride. 

Table 14 Driver Protocols 

4.1.4 Web Front 
 

 Description: The Back Office is an administrative web platform that 
supports the approval of drivers, through the verification of documents 
sent from the mobile application of the driver. The flow allows receiving 
requests from drivers, which will be approved or rejected according to the 
criteria of validity of the documents: personal, housing, registered vehicle. 
In the same way, it will support the reporting of the administrative 
section, through dashboard and queries to the mainly transactional 
database. So, the location of the drivers can be verified at real time. See 
Table 18. 

 Context: Internal 
 

Protocol Actions 
Https Data warehouse reports 

Table 15 Web Front Protocols 

4.1.5 Mobile Operator SMS 
 Description: There are gateway providers that give the service to 

exchange messages between users and business. One way is to provide 
an API Rest to send the message, and the provider will send the message 
through its platform.See Table 19 

 Context: External 

 

Protocol Incoming data Outgoing data 
Https Sending SMS Sending SMS confirmation 

Table 16  Mobile Operator SMS Protocols 

4.1.6 Payment Gateway 
 Description: The payment gateway is the electronic payment platform 

that the commerce uses to process online the transactions generated in 
the virtual store with the payment methods enabled for this purpose. In 
the commerce virtual store you can make your payment using: credit 
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cards of the following franchises: Diners, Visa and MasterCard. See Table 
20. 

 Context: External 

 

Protocol Incoming data Outgoing data 
Https  Customer 

subscription  
 Payment to Drivers 
 Payment from 

customers 

 Approve/Decline 
subscription  
 Approve/Decline Payment 
 Payment receipt 

Table 17  Payment Gateway Protocols 

4.1.7 Notification Service 
 Description: The notification service are messages sent by the CPIS that 

pop up on users apps. The function is to deliver information for instance 
a transport service request made by the customer app. In the other hand, 
the driver app send an alert to the customer to confirm that the drive is 
on the requestes place. There are different types of notification services:  

o Apple push notification [15] service as a platform notification 
service created by Apple that enable developersto send 
notifications to applications installed on apple devices.  

o Firebase cloud messaging [16] is the cloud message of Google. This 
cloud messaging is a cross-platform for iOS, Android and web 
applications.  

 Context: External  
 Protocol: Https 
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4.2 High-level Modular Decomposition 
 

The next diagram shows the microservices that constitute the system, as well 
as the used protocols. Microservices are included in a Kubernetes cluster and 
grouped into two Back-Ends, Realtime and Administration. See Figure 19. 

 

 
Figure 19 High level of modular decomposition Diagram 

 

4.2.1 API Gateway  
 

It governs traffic outside the cluster to services and pods that are located within 
the cluster. Traffic entering the API Gateway is redirected to ingress and routed 
to internal components. The API Gateway will balance the load to the 
microservices inside the Kubernetes cluster.  

The specific Kubernetes ingress that has been used is the Ambassador because 
it offers an API Gateway with a robust protocol. 

 

4.2.2 Realtime microservices  
 

Realtime microservices handle the information related to the geo-localization of 
the drivers, request of a ride, ride lifecycle management and the communication 
between the customer and the driver through events. Next, general explanation 
of the microservices can be found because this document does not address the 
design of these microservices. 

 Connection  
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There will be a key communication based on sockets between the app of 
the customer and the app of the driver. The communication will generate 
identifiers to the registered users. So, the intercommunication will be 
managed by the Connection Microservice in charge of managing the 
exchange of events. Also, other responsibility is the use of notifications 
that invoke the notification services. 
 
 

 Driver Location:  
This microservice will manage the geo-localization of the driver in real 
time. The driver location microservice manages the availability of the 
drivers. The latitude and longitude are stored to be consumed by a 
business logic that processes the ride request of the customer and 
chooses the nearest drivers to the customer.  
 

 Request Ride:  
This microservice manages the ride requests by the customer’s app. The 
information used is price, distance, weight, origin address and 
destination address. The driver app will receive the mentioned 
information and will reply whether it accepts or not the request. The 
request ride microservice will interchange information with the 
Connection microservice to communicate with the two apps by means of 
events. 
 

 Ride:  
This microservice will manage the ride lifecycle. The process starts when 
the request is broadcasted and one driver accepts the request, and the 
ride finishes with the payment (cash or credit card). There is a logging 
track of the different states of the ride in this process supported by the 
Administration Microservices. For this, it will interact with the 
Administration Microservices to storage the information in the relational 
database. 

 

4.2.3 Administration microservices 
 

The administration microservices are the Back-End to manage the relational 
database information and the communication to the external services (SMS, 
Email and Payment Gateway). These services give the authentication to the 
customer and the driver. The Administration Back-End contains the following 
microservices: 

 

1. Customer: This microservice allows customers to manage their personal 
information and stores the tokens for push notification to customers. It 
also provides information on the customers to other microservices. 
 

2. Driver: This microservice allows drivers to manage their personal 
information and stores the tokens for push notification to drivers. It also 
provides information on the drivers to other microservices. 
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3. Ride: Ride microservice support to handle rides requested by the 
customer and accepted by a driver. It stores the different states of the 
ride from beginning to end. 
 

4. Payment Gateway: Payment Gateway microservice support to handle 
the payment using a third-party Payment Gateway. 
 

5. Configuration: Configuration microservice supports to manage general 
configurations across the application. These configurations are entered 
through the Administration web application. 
 

6. Notification: Notification microservice supports to send notifications 
using different channels: Email, SMS, etc. 

 

7. Reporting: Report microservice provides different kind of reports 
specified in the SRS, from the relational database.  

 

4.2.4 Relationships between Administration Microservices 
 

There is a need of communication among the microservice inside the Kubernetes’ 
cluster. The communication uses HTTP as the internal protocol to send content 
in JSON format. The API Gateway has the information to route the messages, 
manage the access to the cluster and manage the load balancing with the 
microservices. The internal requests for Administration microservices are 
synchronous.  

Each Administration microservice has its own database using SQL Azure 
Database, and sharding is the employed technique to achieve scalability. The 
Realtime microservices use non-relational databases with Mongodb as a cloud 
service.  

 

Next, we will explain the links shown in Figure 19: 

 

1-10. This content is out the scope of this document.  

11. Ride microservice queries driver’s information such as name, last name, 
and identifier.  
Driver updates the ride’s status, for instance started, cancelled from 
customer, cancelled by driver, finished, etc. 

12. Ride microservice query customer’s information such as name, last name, 
and identifier. 

13. Ride microservice invokes payment methods such as: cash, credit card 
online, credit card by subscription, and debit card.  
Payment Gateway confirm the payment confirmation. When the Payment 
Gateway is invoked the microservice will receive a confirmation or a reject. 
With this information the customer app can handle the user interface to 
finish the ride, change payment method o re attempt with a different 
payment method.  

14. Payment gateway microservice queries driver’s information such as name, 
last name, and identifier. 
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15. Payment gateway microservice queries customer’s information such as 
name, last name, and identifier.  
Customer registers payment methods. There will by one initial payment 
method, and cash is the best option due to everybody can use this way 
to pay.  

16. Ride microservice sends notification. When the ride is finished an email 
will be sent to the customer specifying the ride information: cost, distance, 
origin, destination, and card type car used.  

17. Payment gateway microservice sends notification. In the case of payment 
with card (credit or debit) the Payment Gateway will take the information 
of the cardholder and will send a confirmation email to the customer.  

18. Driver microservice sends notification, for instance the welcome email, 
email to remember password and SMS confirmation number to be 
confirmed.  

19. Customer microservice sends notification, for instance the welcome email, 
email to remember password and SMS confirmation number to be 
confirmed. 

20. Notification microservice sends SMS message and email. 
21. Payment Gateway microservice invokes Bank’s service using a REST 

service with JSON content for the card payments. The invocation is 
synchronous and there is an exchange of information, depending on the 
payment method. There is a process to approve the payment, or to 
approve the subscription.  

22 to 25. Reporting microservice obtains ride’s information, driver’s 
information, customer’s information, and payment gateway’s information 

26 to 28. Configuration microservice will provide configuration parameters 
to the microservices od notification, payment and ride.  
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4.3 Deployment of the Administration Microservices 
 

The allocation view section will explain the deployment configuration for the 
administration microservices: docker configuration, Kubernetes configuration 
and database configuration. The Kubernetes configuration contains four 
sections a) service b) deployment c) mapping d) auto-scaler. See Figure 20. 

 

 
Figure 20 Allocation View Diagram 

4.3.1 Configuration Microservice 
 

Configuration microservice supports to manage general configurations across 
the application. 

 
4.3.1.1 Docker Configuration  
 

The container configuration [17] was configured for the Linux Operative System. 
The image was developed with Microsoft Visual Studio .Net Core. The image is 
exposed with HTTP protocol in ports 80 and 443. See Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 Configuration Microservice - Docker Configuration 

 

4.3.1.2 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The configuration microservice has a low demand because it is consumed in the 
login of the applications as well as the Web-based Back Office. See Figure 22. 

Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coreserviceconfigurationapi.  

Deployment: The image 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroserviceconfiguration:lates
t 

Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /configuration/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 1  

Maximum number of instances: 3 
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Figure 22 Configuration Microservice - Kubernetes Configuration 

4.3.1.3 Database Configuration  
 

The characteristics of the data base are the following: 

 Hyperscale: Scalable compute and storage options 
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 Latency: 2-10 ms 
 Max vCores: 4 Cores 
 Min vCores:1 Core  
 Min Memory:3 GB 
 Max Memory:12 GB 
 Data Max Size: 1 GB 
 Log Space Allocated: 308.2 MB 
 Shards: 1  

 

4.3.2 Customer Microservice 
 

This microservice allow customers to manage their personal information from 
their app. 

 

4.3.2.1 Docker Configuration  
 

The container configuration was configured for the Linux Operative System. The 
image was developed with Microsoft Visual Studio .Net Core. The image is 
exposed with HTTP protocol in ports 80 and 443. See Figure 23. 

 

 
Figure 23 Customer Microservice - Docker Configuration 

 

4.3.2.2 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The Customer microservice has a moderate demand because it is consumed 
during the use of the application. It is moderate because it is called to inform 
customers of key events during a ride. An update of tokens is executed to 
stablish connection at the beginning. See Figure 24. 

Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coremicroservicecustomerapi.  

Deployment: The image: 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroservicecustomer:latest 
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Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /customer/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 3  

Maximum number of instances: 5 

 
Figure 24 Customer Microservice - Kubernetes Configuration 
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4.3.2.3 Database Configuration 
 

The characteristics of the data base are the following: 

 Hyperscale: Scalable compute and storage options 
 Latency: 2-10 ms 
 Max vCores: 8 Cores 
 Min vCores: 3 Core  
 Min Memory: 9 GB 
 Max Memory: 24 GB 
 Data Max Size: 5 GB 
 Log Space Allocated: 1.5 GB 
 Shards: 3 

 
4.3.3 Driver Microservice 
 

This microservice allow drivers to manage their personal information from their 
mobile apps. 

4.3.3.1 Docker Configuration  
 

The container configuration was configured for the Linux Operative System. The 
image was developed with Microsoft Visual Studio .Net Core. The image is 
exposed with HTTP protocol in ports 80 and 443. See Figure 25. 

 

 
Figure 25 Driver Microservice - Docker Configuration 

4.3.3.2 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The driver microservice has a moderate demand because it is consumed during 
the use of the application. It is moderate because it is called to inform drivers 
of key events during a ride. An update of tokens is executed to stablish 
connection at the beginning. See Figure 26. 

Protocol: HTTP  
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Service: With the name coremicroservicedriverapi.  

Deployment: The image: 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroservicedriver:latest 

Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /driver/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 3  

Maximum number of instances: 5 

 
Figure 26 Driver Microservice - Kubernetes Configuration 
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4.3.3.3 Database Configuration  
 

The characteristics of the data base are the following: 

 Hyperscale: Scalable compute and storage options 
 Latency: 2-10 ms 
 Max vCores: 8 Cores 
 Min vCores: 3 Core  
 Min Memory: 9 GB 
 Max Memory: 24 GB 
 Data Max Size: 5 GB 
 Log Space Allocated: 1.5 GB 

 
 

4.3.4 Ride Microservice 
 

It keeps track of the different states of the ride from beginning to end.  

 

4.3.4.1 Docker Configuration  
 

The container configuration was configured for the Linux Operative System. The 
image was developed with Microsoft Visual Studio .Net Core. The image is 
exposed with HTTP protocol in ports 80 and 443. See Figure 27. 

 
Figure 27 Ride Microservice - Docker Configuration 

4.3.4.2 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The ride microservice has a high demand because it is consumed with the use 
of the application. This microservice has a high demand because the ride 
changes its state from started to finish, and there are a variety possible states 
such as cancelled from the driver, cancelled from the customer, etc. See Figure 
28. 
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Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coremicroservicerideapi.  

Deployment: The image: 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroserviceride:latest 

Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /ride/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 3  

Maximum number of instances: 7 

 
Figure 28 Ride Microservice - Kubernetes Configuration 
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4.3.4.3 Database Configuration  
The characteristics of the data base are the following: 

 Hyperscale: Scalable compute and storage options 
 Latency: 2-10 ms 
 Max vCores: 8 Cores 
 Min vCores: 3 Core  
 Min Memory: 9 GB 
 Max Memory: 24 GB 
 Data Max Size: 5 GB 
 Log Space Allocated: 1.5 GB 
 Shards: 3 

 
4.3.5 Notification Microservice 
 

Notification microservice supports to manage notifications using different 
channels: Email, SMS, etc. 

 

4.3.5.1 Docker Configuration  
 

The container configuration was configured for the Linux Operative System. The 
image was developed with Microsoft Visual Studio .Net Core. The image is 
exposed with HTTP protocol in ports 80 and 443. See Figure 29. 

 

 
Figure 29 Notification Microservice - Docker Configuration 

4.3.5.2 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The notification microservice has a low concurrency because it is consumed 
with the use of the application. It is invoked just in registration and when the 
ride is finished. See Figure 30. 

Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coremicroservicenotificationapi.  

Deployment: The image: 
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transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroservicenotification:latest 

Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /notification/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 2  

Maximum number of instances: 3 

 
Figure 30 Notification Microservice - Kubernetes Configuration 
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4.3.5.3 Database Configuration  
 

The characteristics of the data base are the following: 

 Hyperscale: Scalable compute and storage options 
 Latency: 2-10 ms 
 Max vCores: 4 Cores 
 Min vCores:1 Core  
 Min Memory:3 GB 
 Max Memory:12 GB 
 Data Max Size: 1 GB 
 Log Space Allocated: 308.2 MB 
 Shards: 1 

 
4.3.6 Payment Microservice 
 

Payment Gateway microservice supports to handle the payment using a third-
party Payment Gateway. 

 

4.3.6.1 Docker Configuration  
 

The container configuration was configured for the Linux Operative System. The 
image was developed with Microsoft Visual Studio .Net Core. The image is 
exposed with HTTP protocol in ports 80 and 443. See Figure 31. 

 
Figure 31 Payment Gateway Microservice - Docker Configuration 

4.3.6.2 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The notification microservice has a medium demand because it is consumed at 
the end of the ride, and in the subscription of new cards (credit/debit). See 
Figure 32. 

Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coremicroservicepaymentapi.  
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Deployment: The image: 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroservicepayment:latest 

Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /payment/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 3  

Maximum number of instances: 5 

 
Figure 32 Payment Gateway Microservice - Kubernetes Configuration 
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4.3.6.3 Database Configuration  
 

The characteristics of the data base are the following: 

 Hyperscale: Scalable compute and storage options 
 Latency: 2-10 ms 
 Max vCores: 6 Cores 
 Min vCores:2 Core  
 Min Memory:6 GB 
 Max Memory:18 GB 
 Data Max Size: 5 GB 
 Log Space Allocated: 1.5 GB 
 Shards: 1 
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4.4 Design of the Administration Microservices 
 

4.4.1 Design of Microservice: Customer 
 

4.4.1.1 Definition  
 

This microservice allows customers to manage their personal information.  

 

4.4.1.2 End Points 
 

 Validate customer credentials 
 Register customer 
 Get customer 

o All Customers 
o By Identification 
o Token for Push Notification 

 Update customer 
o By Identification 
o Token for Push Notification  

 Delete customer 
 Activate customer 
 Block customer 
 Change password customer 

 

4.4.1.3 Component Diagram  
 

Below is a component diagram showing the components used in the 
microservice architecture. The microservice has been designed with an N-layer 
architecture as shown below. See Table 21. 

 

Component Description  
MicroserviceGeneral This component contains the end points with 

the controllers. 

WebAPiTransportBL This component contains the business logic 
layer 

WebAPiTransportDAL.MsSql This component contains the data access layer 

WebAPiTransportCommon This component contains the common 
functions to be used in the microservice 

WebAPiTransportModel This component contains the data model 
objects (DTO’s or Views) 

Microservice.Proxy This component communicates with the 
external microservices. 

Table 18 Component Diagram Description 
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The next Figure 33 contains the Customer Microservice Component Diagram. 

 
Figure 33 Microservice Customer - Component Diagram 

 

4.4.1.4 Controllers 
 

 Customer: Controller that specifies the methods about the customer 
 Security: Controller that specifies methods about authentication and 

security of the customer 

4.4.1.5 Class Diagram 
 

The next diagram shows the class diagram for the objects that will be saved into 
the database. See Figure 34.  
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Figure 34 Class Diagram - Customer 
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4.4.1.6 Data Model 
 

The next Figure 35 contains the data model of the Customer Database 

 
Figure 35 Data Model – Customer 

The next Table 22 contains the Data Dictionary. 

Table Column Name Data Type Description 

Company  

Id Int Id 
Code Varchar Code 
Name Varchar Name 
ComercialName Varchar Commercial Name 
TIN Varchar TIN 
Phone Varchar Phone 
Address Varchar Address 
LegalRepresentative Varchar Legal Representative 
CreatedUser Nvarchar Created User 
CreatedDate Datetime Created Date 
ModifiedUser Nvarchar Modified User 
ModifiedDate Datetime Modified Date 

Customer 

Id Int Id 
IdCompany Int Id Company 
Name Nvarchar Name 
LastName Nvarchar Last Name 
IdImage Int Id Image 
IdUser Int Id User 
RatingAverage Decimal Rating Average 
CreatedUser Nvarchar Created User 
CreatedDate Datetime Created Date 

Company
Id

Code

Name

ComercialName

TIN

Phone

Address

LegalRepresentative

CreatedUser

CreatedDate

ModifiedUser

ModifiedDate

Customer
Id

IdCompany

Name

LastName

IdImage

IdUser

RatingAverage

CreatedUser

CreatedDate

ModifiedUser

ModifiedDate

Status

BirthDate

TypeDocument

DocumentNumber

TokenNotification

Address

Platform

Model

Version

Brand

Other1

Other2

Other3

Image
Id

Path

FileName

ImageDriver
IdDriver

IdImage

Type

Status

Comment

CreatedUser

CreatedDate

ModifiedUser

ModifiedDate

PreviousStatus

User
Id

IdCompany

UserName

Password

Blocked

CommentBlocked

ChangePassword

LastDateBlocked

LastDateChangePassword

CreatedUser

CreatedDate

ModifiedUser

ModifiedDate

Status

LoggedIn

LoggedInDate

MobilePhoneNumber

VerificationCode

VerificationStatus

VerificationEmailStatus

Verification

VerificationAttempt

VerificationLastAttempt

TermsAndConditions

DateTermsAndConditions
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ModifiedUser Nvarchar Modified User 
ModifiedDate Datetime Modified Date 
Status Nvarchar Status 
BirthDate Datetime Birth Date 
TypeDocument Nvarchar Type Document 
DocumentNumber Nvarchar Document Number 
TokenNotification Nvarchar Token Notification 
Address Nvarchar Address 
Platform Nvarchar Platform 
Model Nvarchar Model 
Version Nvarchar Version 
Brand Nvarchar Brand 
Other1 Nvarchar Other1 
Other2 Nvarchar Other2 
Other3 Nvarchar Other3 

Image 
Id Int Id 
Path Nvarchar Path 
FileName Nvarchar File Name 

User 

Id Int Id 
IdCompany Int Id Company 
UserName Nvarchar User Name 
Password Nvarchar Password 
Blocked Bit Blocked 
CommentBlocked Nvarchar Comment Blocked 
ChangePassword Bit Change Password 
LastDateBlocked Datetime Last Date Blocked 
LastDateChangePassword Datetime Last Date Change Password 
CreatedUser Nvarchar Created User 
CreatedDate Datetime Created Date 
ModifiedUser Nvarchar Modified User 
ModifiedDate Datetime Modified Date 
Status Nvarchar Status 
LoggedIn Bit Logged In 
LoggedInDate Datetime Logged In Date 
MobilePhoneNumber Nvarchar Mobile Phone Number 
VerificationCode Int Verification Code 
VerificationStatus Nvarchar Verification Status 
VerificationEmailStatus Nvarchar Verification Email Status 
Verification Bit Verification 
VerificationAttempt Int Verification Attempt 
VerificationLastAttempt Datetime Verification Last Attempt 
TermsAndConditions Bit Terms And Conditions 
DateTermsAndConditions Datetime Date Terms And Conditions 

Table 19 Customer Microservice - Data Dictionary 
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The Ecuadorian State, through the Civil Registry, assigns the identity card 
number to uniquely identify citizens. This number consists of 10 digits with the 
following structure: the first two numbers correspond to the number of the 
province where the identity card with the live birth certificate was generated. In 
the case of foreigners, the number is 30. The only possible values to date are 
the following. See Table 23 

 

Database Range Primary  
Key Column  
of Customer Table 

Province 
Code 

Province Name 

Sharding 
1 

1 to  
499,999,999 

01 Azuay 
02 Bolivar 
03 Cañar 
04 Carchi 
05 Cotopaxi 
06 Chimborazo 
07 El Oro 
08 Esmeraldas 

Sharding 
2 

500,000,000 to 
999,999,999 

09 Guayas 
10 Imbabura 
11 Loja 
12 Los Ríos 
13 Manabí 
14 Morona Santiago 
15 Napo 
16 Pastaza 
17 Pichincha 

Sharding 
3 

1,000,000,000 
onwards 

18 Tungurahua 
19 Zamora Chinchipe 
20 Galápagos 
21 Sucumbíos 
22 Orellana 
23 Santo Domingo de los 

Tsáchilas 
24 Santa Elena 
30 Ecuadorian people in other 

countries  
Others Foreigners    

Table 20 Shard distribution based on location and document number 

4.4.1.7 Sequence Diagram 
 

Method Block User 

Description: Method that blocks Users. See Figure 36. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Customer/BlockUser 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code) 
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Figure 36 Sequence Diagram – Block User 

 
Method Change password rider 

Description: Method that changes password for the rider. See Figure 37. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Security/ChangePasswordRider 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code) 

 
Figure 37 Sequence Diagram – Change password rider 

Method Create Customer 

Description: Method that creates the customer. See Figure 38. 
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Route: Customer/CreateCustomer 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code) 

 
Figure 38 Sequence Diagram – Create customer 

Method Delete customer 

Description: Method that deletes the customer by id. See Figure 39. 
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HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Customer/DeleteCustomer 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code) 

 
Figure 39 Sequence Diagram – Delete customer  

Method Get Customer 

Description: Method that queries the list of customers. See Figure 40. 

HTTP Verb: Get 

Route: Customer/GetCustomer 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code) 

 
Figure 40 Sequence Diagram – Get customer 

Method Get customer by Id 

Description: Method that gets de customer information by id. See Figure 41. 
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HTTP Verb: Get 

Route: Customer/GetCustomerById 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code) 

 

 
Figure 41 Sequence Diagram – Get customer by id 

Method Login customer 

Description: Method that authenticates the customer based on credentials. . 
See Figure 42. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Security/LoginCustomer 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code) 
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Figure 42 Sequence Diagram – Login customer 

 
Method Logout 

Description: Method that exits the user. See Figure 43. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Security/LogOut 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code) 
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Figure 43 Sequence Diagram - Logout 

Method Select Push Notification Customer 

Description: Method that sends the push notification to the customer. See 
Figure 44. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Customer/SelectPushNotificationCustomer 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code) 
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Figure 44 Sequence Diagram - Select Push Notification Customer 

Method Update Customer 

Description: Method that updates the customer information. See Figure 45. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Customer/UpdateCustomer 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code) 

 
Figure 45 Sequence Diagram - Update Customer 
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Method Update Push notification customer 

Description: Method that updates the customer push notification. See Figure 
46.  

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Customer/UpdatePushNotificationCustomer 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 

 
Figure 46 Sequence Diagram - Update Push notification customer 

 

4.4.2 Design of Microservice: Driver 
 

4.4.2.1 Definition  
 

This microservice allows drivers to manage their personal information.  

 

4.4.2.2 End Points 
 

 Validate driver credentials 
 Register driver 
 Get driver 

o All Drivers 
o By Identification 
o Token for Push Notification 
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 Update driver 
o By Identification 
o Token for Push Notification  

 Delete driver 
 Activate driver 
 Block driver 
 Change password driver 

 

4.4.2.3 Component Diagram 
 

Below is a component diagram showing the components used in the 
microservice architecture. The microservice has been designed with an N-layer 
architecture as shown below. See Table 24. 

 

Component Description  
MicroserviceGeneral This component contains the end points with 

the controllers. 

WebAPiTransportBL This component contains the business logic 
layer 

WebAPiTransportDAL.MsSql This component contains the data access layer 

WebAPiTransportCommon This component contains the common 
functions to be used in the microservice 

WebAPiTransportModel This component contains the data model 
objects (DTO’s or Views) 

Microservice.Proxy This component communicates with the 
external microservices. 

Table 21 Component Diagram Description 

The next Figure 47 contains the Component Diagram for the Driver Microservice.  
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Figure 47 Microservice Driver - Component Diagram 

4.4.2.4 Controllers 
 

 Driver: Controller that specifies the methods about the driver 
 Security: Controller that specifies methods about authentication and 

security of the driver 

 

4.4.2.5 Class Diagram 
 

The next diagram in  Figure 48 shows the class diagram for the objects that will 
be saved into the database. 
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Figure 48 Class Diagram - Driver 

4.4.2.6 Data Model 
 

The next Figure 49 contains the data model of the Driver Database 
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Figure 49 Data Model – Driver 

Table 25 contains the data model of the Driver Database 

TABLE 
NAME COLUMN_NAME 

Data 
Type Description 

Bank 
Account 

Id Int Id 
AccountNumber nvarchar Account Number 
TypeAccount Nvarchar Type Account 
Bank Nvarchar Bank 
IdDriver Int Id Driver 
CreatedUser Nvarchar Created User 
CreatedDate Datetime Created Date 
ModifiedUser Nvarchar Modified User 
ModifiedDate Datetime Modified Date 
Status Varchar Status 

Car Id Int Id 
IdDriver Int Id Driver 
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Brand Nvarchar Brand 
Model Nvarchar Model 
Line Nvarchar Line 
Year Int Year 
Long Decimal Long 
Wide Decimal Wide 
High Decimal High 
Color Nvarchar Color 
LicensePlate Nvarchar LicensePlate 
OwnerName Nvarchar Owner Name 
Active Bit Active 
CreatedUser Nvarchar Created User 
CreatedDate Datetime Created Date 
ModifiedUser Nvarchar Modified User 
ModifiedDate Datetime Modified Date 
IdType Int Id Type 

Company  

Id Int Id 
Code Varchar Code 
Name Varchar Name 
ComercialName Varchar Comercial Name 
TIN Varchar TIN 
Phone Varchar Phone 
Address Varchar Address 
LegalRepresentative Varchar Legal Representative 
CreatedUser Nvarchar Created User 
CreatedDate Datetime Created Date 
ModifiedUser Nvarchar Modified User 
ModifiedDate Datetime Modified Date 

Driver 

Id Int Id 
IdCompany Int Id Company 
Name Nvarchar Name 
LastName Nvarchar Last Name 
TypeDocument Nvarchar Type Document 
DocumentNumber Nvarchar Document Number 
Status Nvarchar Status 
RatingAverage Decimal Rating Average 
IdUser Int Id User 
BirthDate Datetime Birth Date 
ExpiryDate Date Expiry Date 
Working Bit Working 
DrivingLicenseNumber Nvarchar Driving License Number 
LicenseType Nvarchar License Type 
CreatedByApp Bit Created By App 
CreatedUser Nvarchar Created User 
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CreatedDate Datetime Created Date 
ModifiedUser Nvarchar Modified User 
ModifiedDate Datetime Modified Date 
RequestStatus Nvarchar Request Status 
TokenNotification Nvarchar Token Notification 
Address Nvarchar Address 
CompanyName Nvarchar Company Name 
Country Nvarchar Country 
Province Nvarchar Province 
City Nvarchar City 
ExpireDateLicense Datetime Expire Date License 
ExpireDateRegistration
Car Datetime 

Expire Date Registration 
Car 

Platform Nvarchar Platform 
RatingCounter Int Rating Counter 
Model Nvarchar Model 
Version Nvarchar Version 
Brand Nvarchar Brand 

Image 
Id Int Id 
Path Nvarchar Path 
FileName Nvarchar File Name 

Image driver 

IdDriver Int Id Driver 
IdImage Int Id Image 
Type Nvarchar Type 
Status Nvarchar Status 
Comment Nvarchar Comment 
CreatedUser Nvarchar Created User 
CreatedDate Datetime Created Date 
ModifiedUser Nvarchar Modified User 
ModifiedDate Datetime Modified Date 
PreviousStatus Nvarchar Previous Status 

Rating 

Id Int Id 
IdDriver Int Id Driver 
IdCustomer Int Id Customer 
Rate Int Rate 
Comment Varchar Comment 

Type Car 

Id Int Id 
Name Nvarchar Name 
Description Nvarchar Description 
Status Nvarchar Status 
IdCompany Int Id Company 

User  
Id Int Id 
IdCompany Int Id Company 
UserName Nvarchar User Name 
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Password Nvarchar Password 
Blocked Bit Blocked 
CommentBlocked Nvarchar Comment Blocked 
ChangePassword Bit Change Password 
LastDateBlocked Datetime Last Date Blocked 
LastDateChangePasswo
rd Datetime 

Last Date Change 
Password 

CreatedUser Nvarchar Created User 
CreatedDate Datetime Created Date 
ModifiedUser Nvarchar Modified User 
ModifiedDate Datetime Modified Date 
Status Nvarchar Status 

Table 22 Driver Microservice - Data Dictionary. 

4.4.2.7 Sequence Diagram 
 

Method Change Password Driver 

Description: Method that change the password of the driver. See Figure 50. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Security/ChangePasswordDriver 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 50 Sequence Diagram - Change Password Driver 
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Method Confirm Image Driver 

Description: Method that confirms the image of the driver. See Figure 51. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/ConfirmImageDriver 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 

 
Figure 51 Sequence Diagram - Confirm Image Driver 

Method Create Bank Account 

Description: Method that creates the bank account of the driver. See Figure 52. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/CreateBankAccount 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 52 Sequence Diagram - Create Bank Account 

Method Create Car 

Description: Method that creates the car of the Driver. See Figure 53. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/CreateCar 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 53 Sequence Diagram - Create Car 
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Method Create Cars 

Description: Method that creates several cars. See Figure 54. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/CreateCars 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 54 Sequence Diagram - Create cars 

Method Create Driver 

Description: Method that creates the driver. See Figure 55. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/CreateDriver 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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 Figure 55 Sequence Diagram - Create Image Driver 
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Method Create Image Driver 

Description: Method that creates the image of the driver. See Figure 56. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/CreateImageDriver 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 56 Sequence Diagram - Create Image Driver 

Method Delete Driver 

Description: Method that deletes the driver. See Figure 57. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/DeleteDriver 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 57 Sequence Diagram - Delete Driver 

Method Get Drivers 

Description: Method that gets the list of all the drivers. See Figure 58. 

HTTP Verb: Get 

Route: Driver/GerDrivers 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 58 Sequence Diagram - Get Drivers 

Method Get Driver by Id 

Description: Method that gets the driver by Id. See Figure 59. 

HTTP Verb: Get 

Route: Driver/GetDriverById 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 59 Sequence Diagram - Get Driver by Id 

Method Get Type Cars 

Description: Method that gets all type cars. See Figure 60. 

HTTP Verb: Get 

Route: Driver/GetTypeCars 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 60 Sequence Diagram - Get Type Cars 
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Method Get User Drivers 

Description: Method that gets the user info of the driver. See Figure 61. 

HTTP Verb: Get 

Route: Driver/GetUserDriver 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 61 Sequence Diagram - Get User Drivers 

Method Login Driver 

Description: Method that logins in the application for authentication. See 
Figure 62.  

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Security/LoginDriver 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 

 
Figure 62 Sequence Diagram - Login Driver 
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Method Select Push Notification Driver 

Description: Method that selects the push notification of the Driver. See Figure 
63. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/SelectPushNotificationDriver 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 63 Sequence Diagram - Select Push Notification Driver 

Method Set Rating 

Description: Method that sets the rating of the driver. See Figure 64. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/ Set Rating 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 64 Sequence Diagram - Set Rating 

Method Update Car 

Description: Method that updates the info of the car. See Figure 65. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/UpdateCar 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 65 Sequence Diagram - Update Car 

Method Update Driver 

Description: Method that update the info Driver. See Figure 66. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/UpdateCar 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 66 Sequence Diagram - Update Driver 

Method Update Push Notification Driver 

Description: Method that updates the push notification of the driver. See Figure 
67. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Driver/UpdatePushNotificationDriver 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 67 Sequence Diagram - Update Push Notification Driver 

 

4.4.3 Design of Microservice: Ride  
 

4.4.3.1 Definition  
 

Ride microservice allow to handle rides requested by the customer and received 
by the driver. It manages the different status of the ride from beginning to end.  

 

4.4.3.2 End Points 
 

 Create Ride 
 Get Rides by Customer 
 Get Rides by Drivers  
 Finish Trip 
 Update Status 

 

4.4.3.3 Component Diagram 
 

Below is a component diagram showing the components used in the 
microservice architecture. The microservice has been designed with an N-layer 
architecture as shown below. See on Table 26 
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Component Description  
MicroserviceGeneral This component contains the end points with 

the controllers. 

WebAPiTransportBL This component contains the business logic 
layer 

WebAPiTransportDAL.MsSql This component contains the data access layer 

WebAPiTransportCommon This component contains the common 
functions to be used in the microservice 

WebAPiTransportModel This component contains the data model 
objects (DTO’s or Views) 

Microservice.Proxy This component communicates with the 
external microservices. 

Table 23 Component Diagram Description 

 

 The next Figure 68 contains the Ride Microservice Component Diagram.  

 
Figure 68 Microservice Ride - Component Diagram 
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4.4.3.4 Controllers 
 

 Ride: Controller that specifies the methods about the ride 

 
4.4.3.5 Class Diagram 
 

The next diagram Figure 69 shows the class diagram for the objects that will be 
saved into the database. 

 
Figure 69 Class Diagram - Rides 

4.4.3.6 Data Model 
 

The next Figure 70 contains the data model of the Ride Database 
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Figure 70 Data Model – Rides 

Trips are created with an origin and destination address. which is why it is 
possible to distribute the load of the database by regions. For this document, 3 
shards are considered that will be grouped by region based on the address of 
origin where the cargo transport service was requested. The position allows 
obtaining the Province, so the previously established distribution by province 
that is detailed below can be used. See Table 27 

 

Database Province Code Province Name 
Sharding 1 01 Azuay 

02 Bolivar 
03 Cañar 
04 Carchi 
05 Cotopaxi 
06 Chimborazo 
07 El Oro 
08 Esmeraldas 

Sharding 2 09 Guayas 
10 Imbabura 
11 Loja 
12 Los Ríos 
13 Manabí 
14 Morona Santiago 
15 Napo 
16 Pastaza 
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17 Pichincha 
Sharding 3 18 Tungurahua 

19 Zamora Chinchipe 
20 Galápagos 
21 Sucumbíos 
22 Orellana 
23 Santo Domingo de los Tsáchilas 
24 Santa Elena 
30 Ecuadorian people in other countries  
Others Foreigners    
Table 24 Shard distribution based on location  

 

4.4.3.7 Sequence Diagram 
 
Method Create Ride 

Description: Method that creates the ride. See Figure 71. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Ride/ Create Ride 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 71 Sequence Diagram - Create Ride 

 
Method Finish Trip 

Description: Method that finishes the trip. See Figure 72. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Ride/FinishTrip  
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 72 Sequence Diagram - Finish Trip  

Method Get Rides by Customer 

Description: Method that gets Rides by Customer. See Figure 73. 

HTTP Verb: Get 

Route: Ride/GetRidesByCustomer 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 73 Sequence Diagram - Get Rides by Customer 

Method Get Rides by Driver 

Description: Method that gets Rides by Driver. See Figure 74. 

HTTP Verb: Get 

Route: Ride/GetRidesByDriver 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 

 
Figure 74 Sequence Diagram - Get Rides by Driver 

Method Update Status 

Description: Method that updates ride info. See Figure 75. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Ride/UpdateStatus 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 75 Sequence Diagram - Update Status 

4.4.4 Design of Microservice: Payment Gateway 
 

4.4.4.1 Definition  
 

Payment Gateway microservice allow to handle the payment using a Payment 
Gateway.  

 

4.4.4.2 End Points 
 

 Create subscription Payment 
 Verify subscription Payment. 
 Collect Payment 
 Get Payment methods by Customer 
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 Update Payment Status 
 Set Default Payment Method 

 

4.4.4.3 Component Diagram 
 

Below is a component diagram showing the components used in the 
microservice architecture. The microservice has been designed with an N-layer 
architecture as shown below. See Table 28 

 

Component Description  
MicroserviceGeneral This component contains the end points with 

the controllers. 

WebAPiTransportBL This component contains the business logic 
layer 

WebAPiTransportDAL.MsSql This component contains the data access layer 

WebAPiTransportCommon This component contains the common 
functions to be used in the microservice 

WebAPiTransportModel This component contains the data model 
objects (DTO’s or Views) 

Microservice.Proxy This component communicates with the 
external microservices. 

Table 25 Component Diagram Description 

 The next Figure 76 contains the Payment Gateway Microservice Component 
Diagram. 
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Figure 76 Microservice Payment Gateway – Component Diagram 

4.4.4.4 Controllers 
 

 Payment: Controller that specifies the methods about the Payment 
Method 

 

4.4.4.5 Class Diagram 
 

The next diagram Figure 77 shows the class diagram for the objects that will be 
saved into the database. 
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Figure 77 Class Diagram - Payment 

 

4.4.4.6 Data Model 
 

The next Figure 78 contains the data model of the Payment Gateway Database 
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Figure 78 Data Model - Payment 
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4.4.4.7 Sequence Diagram 
 

Method Collect 

Description: Method that collects the payment. See Figure 79. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: PaymentGateway/Collect 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 

 
Figure 79 Sequence Diagram - Collect 
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Method Get Payment Method by Id Customer 

Description: Method that gets the Payment Method by Id Customer. See Figure 
80. 

HTTP Verb: Get 

Route: PaymentGateway/GetPaymentMethodByIdCustomer 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 80 Sequence Diagram - Get Payment Method by Id Customer 

Method Payment Request 

Description: Method that requests the Payments. See Figure 81. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: PaymentGateway/PaymentRequest 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 81 Sequence Diagram - Payment Request 

Method Set Default Payment Method 

Description: Method that sets the Default Payment Method. See Figure 82. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: PaymentGateway/SetDefaultPaymentMethod 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 82 Sequence Diagram - Set Default Payment Method 

Method Set Payment Status 

Description: Method that set Payments Status. See Figure 83. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: PaymentGateway/SetPaymentStatus 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 83 Sequence Diagram - Set Payment Status 
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Method Subscribe 

Description: Method that subscribes the payment method. See Figure 84. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: PaymentGateway/Subscribe 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 

 
Figure 84 Sequence Diagram - Subscribe 

 

Method Verify Payment 

Description: Method that verifies Payment. See Figure 85. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: PaymentGateway/VerifyPayment 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 85 Sequence Diagram - Verify Payment 

Method Verify Subscription 

Description: Method that verifies Subscription. See Figure 86 and 88. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: PaymentGateway/VerifySubscription 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 86 Sequence Diagram - Verify Subscription - Part A 
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Figure 87 Sequence Diagram - Verify Subscription - Part B 
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4.4.5 Design of Microservice: Configuration  
 

4.4.5.1 Definition  
 

Configuration microservice allow to manage general configurations across the 
application.  

 

4.4.5.2 End Points 
 

 Insert Feedback 
 Insert Errors 
 Get Versions  
 Get Catalog  

o All Catalogs 
o By Identification  

 

4.4.5.3 Component Diagram 
 

Below is a component diagram showing the components used in the 
microservice architecture. The microservice has been designed with an N-layer 
architecture as shown below. See Table 29. 

 

Component Description  
MicroserviceGeneral This component contains the end points with 

the controllers. 

WebAPiTransportBL This component contains the business logic 
layer 

WebAPiTransportDAL.MsSql This component contains the data access layer 

WebAPiTransportCommon This component contains the common 
functions to be used in the microservice 

WebAPiTransportModel This component contains the data model 
objects (DTO’s or Views) 

Microservice.Proxy This component communicates with the 
external microservices. 

Table 26 Component Diagram Description 

 
4.4.5.4 Controllers 
 

 Configuration: Controller that specifies the methods about the 
configuration tables. 
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The next Figure 88 contains the Microservice  Configuration Component 
Diagram 

 
Figure 88 Microservice Configuration - Component Diagram 

4.4.5.5 Class Diagram 
 

The next diagram (See Figure 89) shows the class diagram for the objects that 
will be saved into the database. 
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Figure 89 Class Diagram - Notification 

4.4.5.6 Data Model 
 

The next Figure 90 contains the data model of the Configuration Database 

 
Figure 90 Data Model – Configuration 
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4.4.5.7 Sequence Diagram 
 
Method Insert Feedback 

Description: Method that inserts Feedback. This information are comments 
from the users that gives a feedback from the point of view from a user. See 
Figure 91. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Configuration/InsertFeedback 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 

 
Figure 91 Sequence Diagram - Insert Feedback 

Method Insert Error 

Description: Method that inserts Error. These managed errors generated from 
the apps (customer/driver) . See Figure 92.  

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Configuration/InsertError 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 92 Sequence Diagram - Insert Error 

 

Method Get Version  

Description: Method that Get Versions and parameters. See Figure 93. 

HTTP Verb: Get 

Route: Configuration/GetVersion 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 93 Sequence Diagram - Get Version 

Method Get Catalog by Code  
Description: Method that Get Catalog by Code. See Figure 94. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Configuration/GetCatalogByCode 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 94 Sequence Diagram - Get Catalog by Code 

4.4.6 Design of Microservice: Notification  
 

4.4.6.1 Definition  
 

Notification microservice allow to manage notifications using different channels: 
Email, SMS, etc. 

 

4.4.6.2 End Points 
 

 Send Email. 
o Welcome to customer 
o Welcome to driver 
o Finish ride to customer with payment with cash. 
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 Send SMS. 
o Set User Mobile Phone for the customer/driver 
o Resend user mobile phone verification code for the 

customer/driver 
o Verify User Mobile Verification for the customer/driver 

 
4.4.6.3 Component Diagram 
 

Below is a component diagram showing the components used in the 
microservice architecture. The microservice has been designed with an N-layer 
architecture as shown below. See Table 30. 

 

Component Description  
MicroserviceGeneral This component contains the end points with 

the controllers. 

WebAPiTransportBL This component contains the business logic 
layer 

WebAPiTransportDAL.MsSql This component contains the data access layer 

WebAPiTransportCommon This component contains the common 
functions to be used in the microservice 

WebAPiTransportModel This component contains the data model 
objects (DTO’s or Views) 

Microservice.Proxy This component communicates with the 
external microservices. 

Table 27 Component Diagram Description 

 

The next Figure 95 contains the Microservice Configuration Component 
Diagram  
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Figure 95 Microservice Configuration - Component Diagram 

4.4.6.4 Controllers 
 

 Notification: Controller that specifies the methods about the notification. 

 

4.4.6.5 Class Diagram 
 

The next Figure 96 shows the class diagram for the objects that will be saved 
into the database. 
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Figure 96 Class Diagram - Notification 

4.4.6.6 Data Model 
 

The next Figure 97 contains the data model of the Notification Database 
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Figure 97 Data Model - Notification 

4.4.6.7 Sequence Diagram 
 

Method Attach Email 

Description: Method that attaches Email. See Figure 98. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Notification/AttachEmail 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 98 Sequence Diagram - Attach Email 

Method Notify Email 

Description: Method that sends Email. See Figure 99. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Notification/NotifyEmail 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 99 Sequence Diagram - Notify Email 

Method Notify Email Data 

Description: Method that provides Email Data. See Figure 100. 
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HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Notification/NotifyEmailData 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 

 
Figure 100 Sequence Diagram - Notify Email Data 

Method Resend user mobile phone verification code  

Description: Method that resends the mobile phone verification code for the 
customer or driver. See Figure 101. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Notification/ResendUserMobilePhoneVerificationCode 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 101 Sequence Diagram - ResendUser mobilePhoneVerificationCode 

Method Set User Mobile Phone for the customer or driver 

Description: Methods that sets the user mobile phone for the customer or driver. 
See Figure 102. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Notification/SetUserMobilePhone 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 102 Sequence Diagram – Set User Mobile Phone 

Method Verify User Mobile Verification for the customer or driver 

Description: Method that verify the user mobile Information for the customer 
or driver. See Figure 103. 

HTTP Verb: Post 

Route: Notification/VerifyUserMobileVerification 
Response: Operation Status (message and status code). 
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Figure 103 Sequence Diagram - Verify User Mobile Verification 
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4.5 Design of the Microservice for Data Warehouse and Reporting 
 

4.5.1 Data warehouse Definitions 
 

The main reason to use the Data Warehouse [27], was because the transactional 
database is distributed into different microservices and queries the data could 
affect the performance. So, to extract and consolidate all information into one 
repository will allow to generate a valuable information to take business 
decisions using Business Intelligence (BI).  

The data warehouse was implemented using Azure Synapse as an analytic 
service. This tool allows to query data, that could be prepared, managed, and 
served for BI. This section will detail the process to deploy the data warehouse 
that query the transactional database in the transportation system.  

 

4.5.2 Analysis and design of the star model 
 

Before the deploy, the design is the source to the data warehouse. The required 
facts tables are a) Ride b) Transaction. Both tables have the primary data of the 
dimensional model and contains the values of the business transportation. 

The first stage of the data warehouse reporting is data modeling. The fact tables 
and the dimensional tables. See Figure 104 

 

 
Figure 104 Data warehouse - Analysis and design of the star model 

The Fact tables: 

 Ride 
 Transactions 

The Dimensional Tables: 

 Customer: Table with customer’s information. 
 Driver: Table with driver’s information. 
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 Car: Table that associate the type of car with the driver.  
 Type Car: Catalog table that contains the types of cars.  
 Payment Method: Table that associates the customer and the payment 

type. 
 Payment Type: Catalog table that specifies the different payment types: 

cash, credit card, debit card.  

 

4.5.3 Creation Azure Synapse Analytics 
 

In Azure, the option to create a data warehouse is Azure Synapse Analytics. It 
is necessary to select: the subscription, resource group, SQL group name, server 
and level performance. The selected performance is Gen 2, to achieve the best 
performance and scalability. See Figure 105. 

 

 
Figure 105 Data warehouse - Creation Azure Synapse Analytics 

4.5.4 Loading the dimensional and Fact Tables 
 

This section is related to Extraction, Transformation and Loading (ETL). The 
information of the transactional database for the transportation system is 
loaded into the dimensional tables. The process will avoid redundancy and 
inconsistency of the tables: customer and driver and their corresponding rides 
and transactions.  

In Azure , the tool “Data factory” allows to execute the ETL process (extraction, 
transformation, and loading). 

 

4.5.4.1 Periodicity of execution 
 

Based on the needs in the business of transportation, the periodicity defined is 
weekly. Furthermore, the data will be updated each week for the analysis. In 
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the schedule section, the option to be selected is “Run regularly on schedule”. 
See Figure 106. 

 
Figure 106 Data warehouse - Periodicity of execution 

4.5.4.2 Data source for the Data warehouse 
 

The source of the data is: Azure SQL Database as the transactional data source. 
A new linked service must be created.  

The database will be loaded from a previous database that is generated with an 
Azure function that query all microservice database and gather the information 
to be loaded in the Azure Synapse Analytics (formerly SQL DW). The Azure 
function will query the data from each microservice and will copy the 
information in a temporal intermedia database. It will consolidate the whole 
information in only one repository. See Figure 107. 

 

The next implementation will be simulated using a store procedure.  

 

 
Figure 107 Data warehouse - Data source 
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Once the data source is selected, the tables must be selected in a query that 
gathers all the information. See Figure  108. 

 

 
Figure 108 Data warehouse - Query information 

4.5.4.3 Data destination for the Data warehouse 
 

The data destination is: Azure Synapse Analytics. On the destination a new 
linked server must be created. The mapping section requires a custom query 
and there is a preview with the proper datatypes. See Figure  109. 

 

 
Figure 109 Data warehouse - Data Destination 

 

In the final stage, the process requires a staging process. It will be a temporal 
storage that will be automatically deleted. It is required to select the Copy 
method. The Microsoft’s recommendation is Polybase pr copy Statement for 
better copy performance [18]. See Figure  110. 
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Figure 110 Data warehouse - Data Destination Settings 

 

The process will finish with the next summary, shows an intermedia storage 
(Azure Blob Storage Region) that processes the information and load the data 
on the Data warehouse. See Figure 111. 

 
Figure 111 Data warehouse - Intermedia Storage 

The next Figure 112 shows the elements created: dimensional tables and, fact 
tables, in the data warehouse.  
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Figure 112 Data warehouse - Database Objects 

 

4.5.5 Report Analysis 
 

The reporting system is divided into two parts: 

 General reports. Queries generated based on the stored information. 
These types of queries are not covered in this document because they are 
simple data queries. 

 Analytical reports. They are reports generated using the data warehouse 
that analyze the information for decision making, mainly from the fact 
tables, based on the dimensions generated by the cube. The reports below 
are based on the criteria mentioned. The tool used is Power BI, and it can 
generate different type of charts. [25] 
 

 

4.5.5.1 Report Amount by Payment Type 
 

This report analyzes the amount of money by the payment type. The payment 
type considers the different types of payment: cash, credit card and debit car. 
This report allows to the company to identify the most common way that clients 
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are paying for the services. It is important in the case of bank cards due to the 
payment gateway charge a percentage of the trip. See Figure 113. 

The percentage generated by bank cards is managed with an external system 
provided by the payment gateway (The scope of this document does not include 
details about this, but it is important to mention it).  

  

 
Figure 113 Report Amount by Payment Type 

 

4.5.5.2 Report Amount by Type Car 
 

This report analyzes the amount of money by the type of car. The type of car 
considers the different types such as: one cabin truck, double cabin truck, etc. 

  

This report allows to analyze the demand of the users based on type of cars. It 
helps to identify which kind of vehicle is more profitable to the company. So, 
business decisions can be taken to balance the demand, strengthen those with 
the highest demand, and encourage those with the lowest demand. See Figure 
114. 
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Figure 114 Report Amount by Type Car 

  
4.5.5.3 Report of cash flow 
 

This report allows to identify the variation of the flow (by amount of money) 
during the time. It shows the cash flow and the managers can take decisions to 
increase the business using marketing strategies. See Figure 115. 

 

 
Figure 115 Report of cash flow 

 

 

4.5.5.4 Report Cash Flow by Location 
 

This report can generate information about the cash flow generated in different 
zones. It shows the size of the amount base on the size of blue marks located in 
the map. See Figure 116. 
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Figure 116 Report Cash Flow by Location 
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Chapter 5: 
 

Testing   
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5 Testing  
 

This chapter contains the tests carried out that cover the unit tests, load tests 
and stress tests. 

 

The code has been versioned, and DevOps has been used and the initial test 
carried out is to verify that the versioned code is compiled correctly as shown 
below. See Figure 117. 

 

 

Figure 117 DevOps Pipelines 

 

5.1 Kubernetes Configuration for Testing  
 

5.1.1 Configuration Microservice 
 

5.1.1.1 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The configuration microservice has a low demand because it is consumed in the 
login of the applications as well as the Web-based Back Office. 

 
Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coreserviceconfigurationapi.  

Deployment: The image 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroserviceconfiguration:lates
t 
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Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /configuration/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 1  

Maximum number of instances: 3 

 

5.1.2 Customer Microservice 
 

5.1.2.1 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The driver microservice has a moderate demand because it is consumed 
during the use of the application. It is moderate because it is called to inform 
drivers of key events during a ride. An update of tokens is executed to stablish 
connection at the beginning 

Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coremicroservicecustomerapi.  

Deployment: The image: 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroservicecustomer:latest 

Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /customer/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 3  

 Maximum number of instances: 7 

 

5.1.3 Driver Microservice 
 

5.1.3.1 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The driver microservice has a moderate demand because it is consumed 
during the use of the application. It is moderate because it is called to inform 
drivers of key events during a ride. An update of tokens is executed to stablish 
connection at the beginning. 

Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coremicroservicedriverapi.  

Deployment: The image: 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroservicedriver:latest 

Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /driver/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  
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HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 3  

 Maximum number of instances: 5 

 

5.1.4 Ride Microservice 
 

5.1.4.1 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The ride microservice has a high demand because it is consumed with the use 
of the application. This microservice has a high demand because the ride 
changes its state from started to finish, and there are a variety possible states 
such as cancelled from the driver, cancelled from the customer, etc. 

Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coremicroservicerideapi.  

Deployment: The image: 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroserviceride:latest 

Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /ride/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 3  

Maximum number of instances: 5 

 

5.1.5 Notification Microservice 
 

5.1.5.1 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The notification microservice has a low concurrency because it is consumed 
with the use of the application. It is invoked just in registration and when the 
ride is finished.  

Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coremicroservicenotificationapi.  

Deployment: The image: 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroservicenotification:latest 

Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /notification/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 2  

Maximum number of instances: 3 
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5.1.6 Payment Microservice 
 

5.1.6.1 Kubernetes Configuration  
 

The notification microservice has a medium demand because it is consumed at 
the end of the ride, and in the subscription of new cards (credit/debit). 

Protocol: HTTP  

Service: With the name coremicroservicepaymentapi.  

Deployment: The image: 

transportedaniel.azurecr.io/transportedev/coremicroservicepayment:latest 

Mapping: The microservice will be routed to the route /payment/ 

Target CPU Utilization Percentage: 80% usage  

HorizontalPodAutoscaler: 
 Initial number of instances: 3  

Maximum number of instances: 5 
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5.2 Unit Test  
 

Postman has been used as a tool for executing unit tests, in order to determine 
the correct execution of the services, to verify connectivity, response times and 
the size of the responses. This information can be considered to decide to define 
indexes in the database that support the improvement of the performance for 
some implemented methods. 

 

5.2.1 Microservice Configuration 
 

Testing of the services with the response status. See Table 31 and Figure 118 

Method Http 
Method 

Http Status 
Request 

Time of 
response 

Response 
Size 

GetCatalogByCode POST 200 OK 298 ms 1.26 KB 

GetVersion GET 200 OK 232 ms 573 B 

InsertFeedback POST 200 OK 187 ms 318 B 

InsertError POST 200 OK 911 ms 318 B 

Table 28 Unit Test - Postman - Configuration 

 

Figure 118 Unit Test - Postman – Configuration Summary 
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5.2.1.1 Method Get Catalog by Code  
 

Description: Method that Get Catalog by Code. See Figure 119.  

 

Figure 119 Unit Test - Postman - Get Catalog by Code 

5.2.1.2 Method Get Version 
 

Description: Method that Get Versions and parameters. See Figure 120. 

|  

Figure 120 Unit Test - Postman - Get Version 

5.2.1.3 Method Insert Feedback 
 

Description: Method that inserts Feedback.  See Figure 121. 
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Figure 121 Unit Test - Postman - Insert Feedback 

5.2.1.4 Method Insert Error 
 

Description: Method that inserts Error. See Figure 122. 

 

Figure 122 Unit Test - Postman - Insert Error 

5.2.2 Microservice Customer 
 

Testing of the services with the response status. See Table 32 and Figure 123 

Table 29 Unit Test - Postman - Customer 

Method Http 
Method 

Http 
Status 

Request 

Time of 
response 

Response 
Size 

CreateCustomer POST 200 OK 347 ms 704 B 

UpdateCustomer POST 200 OK 433 ms 661 B 
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GetCustomersById GET 200 OK 50 ms 739 B 

UpdatePushNotificationCustomer POST 200 OK 126 ms  372 B 

SelectPushNotificationCustomer POST 200 OK 60 ms 520 B 

ChangePasswordRider POST 200 OK 63 ms 969 B 

LoginCustomer POST 200 OK 61 ms 979 B 

SetUserMobilePhone POST 200 OK 46 ms 455 B 

VerifyUserMobilePhone POST 200 OK 56 ms 372 B 
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Figure 123 Unit Test - Postman - Customer Summary 

5.2.2.1 Method Create Customer  
 

Description: Method that creates the customer. See Figure 124. 
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Figure 124 Unit Test - Postman - Create Customer 

5.2.2.2 Method Update Customer 
 

Description: method that update the customer information. See Figure 125. 

 

Figure 125 Unit Test - Postman - Update Customer 

5.2.2.3 Method Get customer by Id 
 

Description: Method that get de customer information by id. See Figure 126. 
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Figure 126 Unit Test - Postman - Get Customer by Id 

5.2.2.4 Method Update Push notification customer 
 

Description: Method that update the customer push notification. See Figure 
127. 

 

Figure 127 Unit Test - Postman - Update Push Notification Customer 

5.2.2.5 Method Select Push Notification Customer 
 

Description: Method that send the push notification to the customer. See 
Figure 128. 
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Figure 128 Unit Test - Postman - Select Push Notification Customer 

5.2.2.6 Method Change password rider 
 

Description: Method that changes password for the rider. See Figure 129. 

 

Figure 129 Unit Test - Postman - Change Password Rider 

5.2.2.7 Method Login customer 
 

Description: Method that authenticates the customer based on credentials. See 
Figure 130. 
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Figure 130 Unit Test - Postman - Login Customer 

5.2.2.8 Method Set User Mobile Phone 
 

Description: Methods that sets the user mobile phone. See Figure 131. 
 

 

Figure 131 Unit Test - Postman - Set User Mobile Phone 

5.2.2.9 Method Verify User Mobile Verification 
 

Description: Method that verify the user mobile Information. See Figure 132. 
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Figure 132 Unit Test - Postman - Verify User Mobile Phone 

5.2.3 Microservice Driver 
 

Testing of the services with the response status. See Table 33. 

Method Http 
Method 

Http 
Status 

Request 

Time of 
response 

Response 
Size 

CreateDriver POST 200 OK 407 ms 1.07 KB 

CreateCar POST 200 OK 224 ms 406 B 

UpdateCar POST 200 OK 219 ms 406 B 

CreateBankAccount POST 200 OK 236 ms 406 B 

GetDriversById GET 200 OK 404 ms  1.6 KB 

GetTypeCars GET 200 OK 128 ms 1.93 KB 

UpdatePushNotificationDriver POST 200 OK 199 ms  406 B 

SelectPushNotificationDriver POST 200 OK 182 ms 554 B 

ConfirmImageDriver GET 200 OK 132 ms 406 B 

SetRating POST 200 OK 836 ms 406 B 

LoginDriver POST 200 OK 833 ms 982 B 

ChangePasswordDriver POST 200 OK 950 ms 993 B 

SetUserMobilePhone POST 200 OK 524 ms 406 B 

VerifyUserMobilePhone POST 200 OK 202 ms 406 B 

CreateImageDriver POST 200 OK   

Table 30 Unit Test - Postman - Driver 
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5.2.3.1 Method Create Driver 
 

Description: Method that creates the driver. See Figure 133. 

 

Figure 133 Unit Test - Postman - Create Driver 

5.2.3.2 Method Create Car 
 

Description: Method that creates the car of the Driver. See Figure 134. 

 

Figure 134 Unit Test - Postman - Create Car 
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5.2.3.3 Method Update Car 
 

Description: Method that updates the info of the car. See Figure 135. 

 

Figure 135 Unit Test - Postman - Update Car 

5.2.3.4 Method Create Bank Account 
 

Description: Method that creates the bank account of the driver. See Figure 
136. 

 

Figure 136 Unit Test - Postman - Create Bank Account 

5.2.3.5 Method Get Driver by Id 
 

Description: Method that gets the driver by Id. See Figure 137. 
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Figure 137 Unit Test - Postman - Get Driver Id 

5.2.3.6 Method Get Type Cars 
 

Description: Method that gets all type cars. See Figure 138. 

 

Figure 138 Unit Test - Postman - Get Type Cars 

5.2.3.7 Method Update Push Notification Driver 
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Description: Method that updates the push notification of the driver See 
Figure 139. 

 

Figure 139 Unit Test - Postman - Update Push Notification Driver 

5.2.3.8 Method Select Push Notification Driver 
 

Description: Method that selects the push notification of the Driver. See 
Figure 140. 

 

Figure 140 Unit Test - Postman - Select Push Notification Driver 

5.2.3.9 Method Confirm Image Driver 
 

Description: Method that confirms the image of the driver. See Figure 141. 
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Figure 141 Unit Test - Postman - Confirm Image Driver 

5.2.3.10  Method Set Rating 
 

Description: Method that sets the rating of the driver. See Figure 142. 

 

Figure 142 Unit Test - Postman - Set Rating 

 

5.2.3.11 Method Login Driver 
 

Description: Method that logins in the application for authentication. See 
Figure 143. 
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Figure 143 Unit Test - Postman - Login Driver 

 

5.2.3.12 Method Change Password Driver 
 

Description: Method that change the password of the driver. See Figure 144. 
 

 

Figure 144 Unit Test - Postman - Change Password Driver 

 

5.2.3.13 Method Set User Mobile Phone 
 

Description: Methods that sets the user mobile phone. See Figure 145. 
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Figure 145 Unit Test - Postman - Set User Mobile 

 

5.2.3.14 Method Verify User Mobile Phone 
 

Description: Methods that verifies the user mobile phone . See Figure 146. 

 

Figure 146 Unit Test - Postman - Verify User Mobile Phone 

 

5.2.4 Microservice Ride 
 

Testing of the services with the response status. See Table 34 and Figure 147. 

Table 31 Unit Test - Postman - Ride 

Method Http 
Method 

Http 
Status 

Request 

Time of 
response 

Response 
Size 

CreateRide POST 200 OK 601 ms 358 B 

UpdateStatus POST 200 OK 969 ms 406 B 
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GetRidesByDriver GET 200 OK 153 ms 2.59 KB 

GetRidesByCustomer GET 200 OK 123 ms 2.58 KB 

FinishTrip POST 200 OK 3.82 s  

 

Figure 147 Unit Test - Postman - Ride Summary 

5.2.4.1 Method Create Ride 
 

Description: Method that creates the ride. See Figure 148. 

 

Figure 148 Unit Test - Postman - Create Ride 

5.2.4.2 Method Update Status 
 

Description: Method that updates ride info. See Figure 149. 
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Figure 149 Unit Test - Postman - Update Status 

5.2.4.3 Method Get Rides by Driver 
 

Description: Method that gets Rides by Driver. See Figure 150. 

 

Figure 150 Unit Test - Postman - Get Rides by Rider 

5.2.4.4 Method Get Rides by Customer 
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Description: Method that gets Rides by Customer. See Figure 151. 

 

Figure 151 Unit Test - Postman - Get Rides by Customer 

5.2.4.5 Method Finish Trip  
 

Description: Method that finishes the trip See Figure 152. 

 

Figure 152 Unit Test - Postman - Finish Trip 
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5.3 Load Testing 
 

Load Test is primarily concerned with assessing the performance of your system 
in terms of concurrent users or requests per second. 

A load or performance test will be valid if: 

 The waiting time of the use case must be less than or equal to 3 seconds. 
Each test will have the maximum number of loads based on the number 
of concurrent users (number of threads) estimated by each method. 

 The error rate percentage is 0.0%. To measure this rate the column 
“Error %” should be checked in the Aggregate Report.  

In the aggregate report [31] the column “90% line” (90th Percentile) was 
considered because it is the standard value that is usually employed in this 
kind of tests because this is a standard statistical measure. “90% Line (90th 
Percentile) is the value below which 90% of the samples fall”. [39]. 

5.3.1 Microservice Configuration 
 

5.3.1.1 Method Get Version  
Method that Get Versions and parameters  

Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads). See 
Figure 153.  

Thread Group 

 

Figure 153 Load Test - JMeter - Get Version- Thread Group 
Graph Results 
Figure 154 shows the general report of the use case. “The Graph Results 
generates a simple graph that plots the current throughput rate (green) 
displayed in milliseconds. The throughput number represents the actual 
number of requests/minutes the server handled. This calculation includes any 
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delays you added to your test and JMeter's own internal processing time. The 
advantage of doing the calculation like this is that this number represents 
something real - your server in fact handled that many requests per minute, 
and you can increase the number of threads and/or decrease the delays to 
discover your server's maximum throughput. Whereas if you made calculations 
that factored out delays and JMeter's processing, it would be unclear what you 
could conclude from that number” [37].  

We can see that at the beginning it is a little unstable since the threads are 
being initialized. Once they have been initialized, the performance is reached 
little by little, reaching 19.169,329 requests per minute (~319 per second) with 
500 samples and an average of 387 maintaining constant performance. Graph 
Results are only graphical representation of these mathematical measurements. 

 

Figure 154 Load Test - JMeter - Get Version- Graph Results 
 

Aggregate Report  
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.06 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 155. 

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting. The definition of each column is on Chapter 
2 section 2.6.2. 

 

Figure 155 Load Test - JMeter - Get Version- Aggregate Report- 
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5.3.2 Microservice Customer 
 

5.3.2.1 Method Create Customer  
Description: Method that creates the customer  

Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads). See 
Figure 156. 

Thread Group 

 
Figure 156 Load Test - JMeter - Create Customer- Thread Group 

 

Graph Results 
Figure 157 shows the general report of the use case. 

We can see that at the beginning it is a little unstable since the threads are 
being initialized. Once they have been initialized, the performance is reached 
little by little, reaching 14.917,951 requests per minute (~248 per second) with 
500 samples and an average of 653 maintaining constant performance. Graph 
Results are only graphical representation of these mathematical measurements. 
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Figure 157 Load Test - JMeter - Create Customer - Graph Results 
 

Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.1 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 158.  

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting. The definition of each column is on Chapter 
2 section 2.6.2.  

 
Figure 158 Load Test - JMeter - Create Customer- Aggregate Report 

 

 

See Appendix 8.1 to find more test applied.   
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5.4 Stress testing 
 

Stress Test and Spike testing are concerned with assessing the limits of your 
system and stability under extreme conditions. 

 

“Virtual Users(VUs) are the entities in k6 cloud service that execute all test 
script and make HTTP(s) request. After the test has finished the section is 
updated to show HTTP failures and peak RPS (request per second) in place of 
Active VUs and current RPS. The first signal of a good or bad result will generally 
be in the Performance Overview panel. Here are the most common patterns to 
consider” [41]. 

 

Typical signs of a good result: 

 Response time has a flat trend for the duration of the test 
 Request rates follow the same ramping pattern as Virtual Users(if VUs 

increase, so does request rate) 

 

Typical signs of a performance issue/bottleneck 

 Response times rise during the test 
 Response times rise, then quickly bottom out and stay flat 
 Request rates do not rise with VUs (and response times start to increase) 

 

This is not an all-inclusive list. These patterns should be used as a first indicator 
of good or bad performance of testing. 

 

5.4.1 Microservice Configuration 
 

5.4.1.1 Configuration – Get Version 
 

Performance Insights 

The average response time of the system being tested was 91ms, and 3 307 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second[28].  

The max number of VUs are about 30. In Figure 159 the response time has a 
flat trend for the duration of the test and the request rates follow the same 
ramping pattern as VUs (if VUs increase, so does request rate). The graph also 
shows the system is gradually decreasing the load to 0 and the down-scaling is 
properly working [40]. 
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Figure 159 Stress Test - Get Version 

 

 

5.4.2 Microservice Customer 
 

5.4.2.1 Customer – Create Customer 
 

Performance Insights 

The average response time of the system being tested was 89ms, and 3 314 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second.  

The max number of VUs are about 20. In Figure 160 the response time has a 
flat trend for the duration of the test  and the request rates follow the same 
ramping pattern as VUs (if VUs increase, so does request rate). The graph also 
shows the system is gradually decreasing the load to 0 and the down-scaling is 
properly working [40]. 
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Figure 160 Stress Test - Create Customer 

 

 

See Appendix 8.2 to find more test applied. 
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Chapter 6: 
 

Conclusions and 
Future work   
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6 Conclusions and Future work 
 

6.1 Conclusions  
 

 

The services of the Administration back-end have been designed, 
implemented, and tested according to the initial goals. Microservices for 
configuration, clients, drivers, trips, payment gateway and notifications have 
been created, as well as the implementation of Data Warehouse.  

Among the difficulties we have faced in this work, it can be highlighted 
the learning curve of the technology to be used, which involves various aspects 
such as handling Azure, which is a very complete platform, Kubernetes and 
Docker, especially due to the lack of familiarity with the Linux commands that 
Kubernetes uses. 

The great magnitude of services was a difficulty, since it took a 
considerable number of hours to carry out software development. 

The handling of the latest version of .Net core was a challenge due to the 
difference with the previous versions of .Net, mainly the handling of dependency 
injection. 

The work carried out has a transcendent altar within the technological 
field, because it adjusts to the technological trends in the cloud ecosystem.  

The main goal of creating the microservices have been reached for the 
management of the transport system that handles the transactional information 
to be stored in the relational database. 

In the application design, adopting microservices is a good practice for 
applications that need to scale. Moreover, the elasticity of cloud services will 
allow us to optimize resources based on the increase or decrease of demand.  

An important advantage of deploying microservices is that a software 
development team can be more efficient because microservices help them to 
develop independent functions faster with a higher quality level. So, it will 
increase the capacity and productivity of the development team because they 
can use different coding languages, frameworks, libraries 
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6.2 Future work 
 

The project can be extended with the implementation of DevOps for 
Continuous delivery and Continuous integration for future automated 
development. The future implementation will be deployed using Azure Test 
Plans executed on-demand. The microservice will be deployed as a part of the 
workflow of build and release. The mentioned testing will cover regression 
testing as part of the testing phase of the software. 

 The project can be optimized in the connection to the database, replacing 
in some methods the Microsoft Object Relational Mapping, called Entity 
Framework, with a direct connection to the database. 
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8 Appendixes  
 

8.1 Appendix 1 Load Testing 
 

8.1.1  Microservice Configuration 
 

8.1.1.1 Method Get Catalog by Code  
 

Description: Method that Get Catalog By Code  

Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads). See 
Figure 16|.   

Thread Group 

 

Figure 161 Load Test - JMeter - Get Catalog by Code - Thread Group 
Graph Results 
Figure 162 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable, since the threads are being initialized. The test 
has a performance of 14,430,014 requests per minute with 500 samples and an 
average of 443. 
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Figure 162 Load Test - JMeter - Get Catalog by Code - Graph Results 

 

Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.05 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 163. 

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting. 

 
Figure 163 Load Test - JMeter - Get Catalog by Code – Aggregate Report 

8.1.1.2 Method Insert Feedback 
 

Description: Method that inserts Feedback  

Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads). See 
Figure 164. 
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Thread Group 

 

Figure 164 Load Test - JMeter - Insert Feedback - Thread Group 
 

Graph Results 
Figure 165 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable, since the threads are being initialized. The test 
has a performance of 11,406,844 requests per minute with 500 samples and an 
average of 202. 

 

 

Figure 165 Load Test - JMeter - Insert Feedback - Graph Results 
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Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.04 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 166.  

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting.  

 

Figure 166 Load Test - JMeter - Insert Feedback – Aggregate Report 

8.1.1.3 Method Insert Error 
 

Description: Method that inserts Error  

Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads). See 
Figure 167. 

Thread Group 

 
Figure 167 Load Test - JMeter - Insert Feedback – Thread Group 

 

Graph Results 
Figure 168 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable since the threads are being initialized. The test 
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has a performance of 8,787,346 requests per minute with 500 samples and an 
average of 264 

 

 

Figure 168 Load Test - JMeter - Insert Feedback – Graph Results 
 

Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.04 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 169.  

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting.  

 
Figure 169 Load Test - JMeter - Insert Error 

 

8.1.2 Microservice Customer 
 

8.1.2.1 Method Update Customer 
 

Description: method that update the customer information. 
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Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 300 users (Number of Threads). See Figure 170.   

Thread Group 

 

Figure 170 Load Test - JMeter - Update Customer – Thread Group 
 

Graph Results 

 

Figure 171 Load Test - JMeter - Update Customer – Graph Results 
Figure 171 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable, since the threads are being initialized. The test 
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has a performance of 532,639 requests per minute with 300 samples and an 
average of 14458. 

 

Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 1.6 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 172.  

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting.  

 

Figure 172 Load Test - JMeter - Update Customer – Aggregate Report 

8.1.2.2 Method Get customer by Id 
 

Description: Method that get de customer information by id 

Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads).See 
Figure 173. 

Thread Group 
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Figure 173 Load Test - JMeter - Get Customer by Id – Thread Group 
Graph Results 

 

Figure 174 Load Test - JMeter - Get Customer by Id – Graph Results 
Figure 174 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable, since the threads are being initialized. The test 
has a performance of 26,954,178 requests per minute with 500 samples and an 
average of 107. 

 

Aggregate Report 
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The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.01 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 175.  

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting.  

 

Figure 175 Load Test - JMeter - Get Customer by Id – Aggregate Report  

8.1.2.3 Method Update Push notification customer 
 

Description: Method that update the customer push notification. 

Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 300 users (Number of Threads). See Figure 176. 

Thread Group 

 

Figure 176 Load Test - JMeter – UpdatePushNotification - Thread Group 

Graph Results 
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Figure 177 Load Test - JMeter – UpdatePushNotification - Graph Results 
Figure 177 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable, since the threads are being initialized. The test 
has a performance of 272,574 requests per minute with 307 samples and an 
average of 16822. 

 

Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 1.7 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 178.  

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting.  

 

 Figure 178 Load Test - JMeter - UpdatePushNotification - Aggregate Report 

8.1.2.4 Method Select Push Notification Customer 
 

Description: Method that send the push notification to the customer. 
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Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads). See 
Figure 179.  

Thread Group 

 

Figure 179 Load Test - JMeter – SelectPushNotification - Thread Group 
 

 
 
Graph Results 
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Figure 180 Load Test - JMeter – SelectPushNotification - Graph Results 
Figure 180 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable, since the threads are being initialized. The test 
has a performance of 11,481,056 requests per minute with 500 samples and an 
average of 1185. 

 

Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.16 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 181.  

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting. 

 

Figure 181 Load Test - JMeter – SelectPushNotification - Aggregate Report 

8.1.2.5 Method Change password rider 
 

Description: Method that changes password for the rider 
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Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads). See 
Figure 182.  

Thread Group 

 
Figure 182 Load Test - JMeter - Change Password Rider - Thread Group 

Graph Results 

 

Figure 183 Load Test - JMeter - Change Password Rider - Graph Results 
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Figure 183 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable, since the threads are being initialized. The test 
has a performance of 19,933,555 requests per minute with 500 samples and an 
average of 344. 

 

Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.06 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 184.  

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting. 

  

 
Figure 184 Load Test - JMeter - Change Password Rider - Aggregate Report 

8.1.2.6 Method Login customer 
 

Description: Method that authenticates the customer based on credentials. 

Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads). See 
Figure 185.  

Thread Group 
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Figure 185 Load Test - JMeter - Login customer – Thread Group 
 

 
Graph Results 

 

Figure 186 Load Test - JMeter - Login customer – Graph Results 
Figure 186 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable, since the threads are being initialized. The test 
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has a performance of 7,934,409 requests per minute with 500 samples and an 
average of 1467. 

 

Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.3 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 187.  

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting. 

  

 

Figure 187 Load Test - JMeter - Login customer – Aggregate Report 

8.1.2.7 Method Set User Mobile Phone 
 

Description: Methods that sets the user mobile phone 

Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads). See 
Figure 188.  

Thread Group 
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Figure 188 Load Test - JMeter - Set User Mobile Phone – Thread Group 

 

Graph Results 

 

Figure 189 Load Test - JMeter - Set User Mobile Phone – Graph Results 
Figure 189 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable, since the threads are being initialized. The test 
has a performance of 26,857,654 requests per minute with 500 samples and an 
average of 117. 
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Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.03 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 190.  

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting. 

  

 
Figure 190 Load Test - JMeter - Set User Mobile Phone – Aggregate Report 

 
8.1.2.8 Method Verify User Mobile Verification 
 

Description: Method that verify the user mobile Information 

Description of the use case: The following use case is made invoking the web 
method in the microservice with 500 concurrent users (Number of Threads). See 
Figure 191. 

Thread Group 
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Figure 191 Load Test - JMeter - Verify User Mobile Phone – Thread Group 

Graph Results 

 

Figure 192 Load Test - JMeter - Verify User Mobile Phone – Graph Results 
Figure 192 shows the general report of the use case. We can see that at the 
beginning it is a little unstable, since the threads are being initialized. The test 
has a performance of 20,604,396 requests per minute with 500 samples and an 
average of 369. 
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Aggregate Report 
The result after performing the performance tests is approximately 0.04 seconds 
long (sum of the values corresponding to each action in the "90% Line" column). 
Regarding the error rate, we observe that it has an error rate of 0.00%. See 
Figure 193. 

This performance test is considered valid as it meets the constraints approved 
by the team in the previous meeting. 

 

 
 Figure 193 Load Test - JMeter - VerifyUserMobilePhone – Aggregate Report 
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8.2 Appendix 2 Stress Testing 
 

8.2.1 Microservice Configuration 
 

8.2.1.1 Configuration – Get Catalog by Code 
 

Performance Overview. See Figure 194. 

 
Figure 194 Stress Test - Get Catalog By code 

Performance Insights 

The average response time of the system being tested was 86ms, and 3 323 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 

8.2.1.2 Configuration - Insert Feedback 
 

Performance Overview. See Figure 195. 

 

Figure 195 Stress Test - Insert Feedback 
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Performance Insights  

The average response time of the system being tested was 89ms, and 3 312 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 

8.2.1.3 Configuration – Insert Error 
 

Performance Overview. See Figure 196. 

 
Figure 196 Stress Test - Insert Error 

Performance Insights 

The average response time of the system being tested was 89ms, and 3 314 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 

8.2.2 Microservice Customer 
 
8.2.2.1 Customer – Update Customer 
 
Performance Overview. See Figure 197. 
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Figure 197 Stress Test - Update Customer 

 
Performance Insights 

The average response time of the system being tested was 756ms, and 2.061 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 

8.2.2.2 Customer – Get Customers by Id 
 

Performance Overview. See Figure 198. 

 
Figure 198 Stress Test - Get Customer By Id 

Performance Insights 

The average response time of the system being tested was 86ms, and 3 324 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 
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8.2.2.3 Customer – Update Push Notification Customer 
 

Performance Overview. See Figure 199. 

 
Figure 199 Stress Test - Update Push notification customer 

 

PERFORMANCE INSIGHTS 

The average response time of the system being tested was 964ms, and 1.846 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 

8.2.2.4 Customer – Select Push Notification Customer 
 

Performance Overview. See Figure 200. 

 
Figure 200 Stress Test - Select Push Notification Cutomer 

Performance Insights 
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The average response time of the system being tested was 94ms, and 3 300 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 

8.2.2.5 Customer – Change Password Rider 
 

Performance Overview. See Figure 201. 

 
Figure 201 Stress Test - Change Password Rider 

PERFORMANCE INSIGHTS 

The average response time of the system being tested was 91ms, and 3 307 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 

8.2.2.6 Customer – Login Customer 
 

Performance Overview. See Figure 202. 

 
Figure 202 Stress Test - Login customer 
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Performance Insights 

The average response time of the system being tested was 98ms, and 3 286 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 

8.2.2.7 Customer – Set User Mobile Phone 
Performance Overview. See Figure 203. 

 

 
Figure 203 Stress Test - Set User Mobile Phone 

Performance Insights 

The average response time of the system being tested was 86ms, and 3 322 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 

8.2.2.8 Customer – Verify User Mobile Phone 
Performance Overview. See Figure 204. 

 
Figure 204 Stress Test - Verify User Mobile Phone 
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Performance Insights 

The average response time of the system being tested was 88ms, and 3 299 
requests were made at an average request rate of 11 requests/second. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


